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Abstract 
 
Recent work in Australia led to the characterisation of the first adult plant resistance (APR) 
gene for barley leaf rust (BLR), named Rph20. The gene confers partial resistance to the 
pathogen (Puccinia hordei Otth) that is best expressed in adult plants. However, when 
deployed alone, this gene only provides a low level of resistance, thus additional genomic 
regions must be identified that can be combined with Rph20 to boost levels of resistance 
and reduce the reliance upon a single resistance factor. Hence, this study aimed to 
discover „minor‟ genes or genetic „modifiers‟ enhancing the expression of Rph20, along 
with their associated DNA marker sequences.   
Minor gene candidates were detected and validated by applying association 
mapping (AM) to elite breeding populations of the northern region barley breeding program 
(NRBBP) situated in Queensland, Australia. Populations were genotyped using the first 
and second generation high-density genotyping platforms of Diversity Arrays Technology 
(DArT): DArT and DArT-seq. Evaluation of multiple populations across years in disease 
screening nurseries located in Toowoomba (Queensland) and Cobbitty (New South 
Wales) enabled identification of regions associated with APR to BLR. Comparison of 
quantitative trait loci (QTL) across populations that were genotyped with different marker 
platforms was achieved by positioning genomic regions on an integrated consensus map. 
Overall, this strategy identified 19 independent QTL associated with BLR response in the 
NRBBP material and confirmed the important role of Rph20 as the only active resistance 
region detected in all 15 environments analysed. Projection of QTL reported in previous 
BLR studies highlighted chromosome 6H to likely harbour a promising candidate region for 
pairing with Rph20. To further characterise this region, bulked segregant analysis (BSA) 
was employed to identify strongly linked markers and ultimately designate this locus as 
Rph24, a new minor APR gene.  
Major outcomes include the DNA marker sequences associated with resistance 
QTL, particularly those associated with Rph24, which provide the necessary tools to 
empower breeders to stabilise Rph20-based resistance. The deployment of improved 
barley cultivars incorporating durable and stable genetic resistance is anticipated to reduce 
production losses due to BLR. 
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Chapter 1  - General introduction 
 
 1.1 Background 
Leaf rust of barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is caused by the biotrophic fungal pathogen 
Puccinia hordei Otth and is recognised as a significant constraint to barley production in 
Australia and around the world. Deployment of genetic resistance in barley cultivars is 
considered the most sustainable form of control, where adult plant resistance (APR) is 
preferred over seedling (or major) gene resistance because it is considered more durable. 
APR genes typically confer a partial compatible infection type (IT), decreasing disease 
severity by reducing infection frequency and/or extending the latent period effective for 
long periods of time (Parlevliet 1975, 1976).  
An APR gene referred to as Rph20, has remained effective against this pathogen for 
over 60 years and confers resistance to multiple pathotypes (Hickey et al. 2012). Since its 
characterization, it has been determined that Rph20 provides inadequate protection when 
implemented alone. This phenomenon is common among cereal rust resistance genes as 
demonstrated in wheat (Singh et al. 2011a; Singh et al. 2011b; Singh et al. 2014) where 
additional „minor‟ genes interacting with the „major‟ resistance gene are needed to 
maintain sufficient levels of resistance in a genotype.  
The mapping and marker development of Rph20 (Hickey et al. 2011) offers the ability 
for breeders to introgress this gene into breeding material using MAS. However, we 
currently face overexploiting Rph20 via selection and deployment of a single resistance 
factor, which places higher selection pressure on mutations in the pathogen population. 
Utilization of alternative sources of APR or combining Rph20 with genetic modifiers 
(Hickey et al. 2011) will avoid widespread reliance upon a single resistance mechanism 
and enhance the durability of Rph20.  
The main goal of this research was to identify „minor‟ genes modifying the phenotypic 
expression of Rph20-based resistance to enable breeders to deploy gene combinations 
that enhance effectiveness and durability of genetic resistance in new cultivars. Material 
selected originated from production areas that have a greater prevalence of barley leaf 
rust (BLR) such as Australia, Uruguay, and Europe where Rph20 was expected to occur at 
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high frequency due to continuous selection for resistance to BLR during cultivar 
development. The examination of genomic regions of interest in elite breeding populations 
ensures that markers developed as an outcome of this research can be applied 
successfully in breeding programs in the future.  
 1.2 Hypothesis and aims 
Overall thesis hypothesis:  
 
The effectiveness and stability of Rph20-based adult plant resistance to leaf rust in barley 
can be improved with the addition of minor genes. 
 
Thesis aims: 
 
 Identify regions of the barley genome that are strongly associated with leaf rust 
resistance via association mapping in elite breeding populations. 
 Validate previously identified genomic regions influencing APR response to leaf rust 
and identify candidate markers for the target regions using the high density marker 
platform DArT-seq. 
 Perform characterisation and mapping of a previously reported minor APR gene 
located on chromosome 6H. 
 
 1.3 Significance of research 
Leaf rust has been reported to cause yield losses over 32% in Australia and as high as 
62% in very susceptible cultivars in Uruguay (Castro et al. 2003; Cotterill et al. 1992; Das 
et al. 2007). In Australia, reports of leaf rust epidemics have increased dramatically since 
1978 (Cotterill et al. 1992) and is estimated to cause economic losses of AUD$9 million 
annually (Murray and Brennan 2010). Genes that have previously been implemented for 
leaf rust resistance are not effective for long periods as they are race specific and easily 
overcome by mutations in the pathogen population. A severe epidemic in 2010 throughout 
the east coast of Australia coincided with a pathotype change that rendered a widely 
adopted resistance gene (Rph3) ineffective (Park and Williams 2011). This epiphytotic had 
a major impact on barley production rendering a large proportion of breeding material 
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susceptible and forcing farmers to resort to heavy use of fungicides that year. Currently, 
many cultivars preferred by industry and widely grown in Australia lack adequate levels of 
resistance (e.g. Commander, Compass and La Trobe), highlighting the need for durable 
resistance to avoid facing this kind of epidemic again. 
 
The use of elite material for marker development throughout this research will ensure 
successful application across breeding programs. The genomic locations of minor genes 
identified in this research will enable breeders to deploy new barley cultivars incorporating 
effective resistance and contribute to a reduction in production losses.  
 
 1.4 Methodology 
In order to identify candidate APR regions contributing novel resistance to BLR, four 
existing data sets from the northern region barley breeding program (NRBBP) in 
Queensland (Australia) were revisited. The material was assessed for leaf rust response 
across 15 environments and association mapping (AM) performed to identify and validate 
regions of the genome associated with resistance. Comparison across populations and 
studies was made possible by positioning quantitative trait loci (QTL) on a single 
consensus map. Through this validation step, a candidate resistance region was identified 
on chromosome 6H. Three previous studies in addition to the study performed here 
identified what appeared to be the same minor resistance QTL: qRphND (Hickey et al. 
2011), Rphq3 (Qi et al. 1998), qRph-Yer2-6H, and (Singh et al. 2015). Breeding line 
ND24260-1 known to carry a novel resistance region was crossed with the leaf rust 
susceptible standard Gus to determine inheritance patterns in the progeny resulting in 
characterisation of the gene. Overall, the mapping strategies aimed to identify novel 
regions contributing to barley leaf rust resistance and the pairing of these regions with 
Rph20 to enhance the stability of this gene was explored throughout the thesis.  
 
 1.5 Thesis outline 
This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the background relevant to the 
scope of the research work highlighting gaps in the literature to be addressed. Chapters 3-
5 are a collection of journal articles which have been published or submitted as 
manuscripts for publication. The three research chapters correspond to the three aims of 
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the thesis, as detailed above. In chapter 6, the main findings of the thesis are summarised 
and discussed, along with the implications for barley breeding programs.  
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Chapter 2  - Literature review 
 
 2.1 Introduction   
Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is one of the most important grain crops globally. In the 21st 
century, cereals continue to constitute the most important crops with an annual output of 
two billion tons. In today‟s worldwide production, barley ranks fourth among cereals and is 
preferentially used as feed grain, raw material for beer production and, to a smaller extent, 
food. Barley can be grown in many different climatic regions due to its adaptability to 
diverse conditions such as variable growing seasons, temperatures and precipitation rates 
(Keller and Feuillet 2000). In Australia, barley production is second only to wheat (Triticum 
aestivum L) (Murray and Brennan 2010). 
Since the domestication of barley 10,000 years ago, local populations were adapted 
leading to a great variety of landraces (Roane 1972). In recent years these have been 
cross-bred to produce our modern cultivars that are capable of yielding twice as high 
(Russell 1978). Major effort has been invested into breeding and development over the 
past few decades. The resulting new barley cultivars often have acceptable malting 
characteristics and yield in the target environment; however lack other important traits 
such as multiple disease resistance or tolerance to abiotic stress (Russell 1978). 
Resistance to biotic and abiotic stress greatly improves yield stability and the reliability of 
producing good quality grain. Cultivars with multiple disease resistance require less 
management, hereby improving gross crop profitability margins. 
Foliar diseases, caused by various forms of fungi, bacteria and viruses, are a major 
constraint to barley production in Australia; frequently causing crop losses and reducing 
grain quality (Cotterill et al. 1992; Jayasena et al. 2007; Murray and Brennan 2010; 
Wallwork et al. 1995). There are up to eight different necrotrophic fungi and seven 
biotrophic fungi affecting barley crops (Murray and Brennan 2010). When conducting a 
breeding program there are a lot of traits to consider. Breeders understandably focus on 
the major diseases and abiotic stresses that are often present in the target growing region.  
Leaf rust is a major foliar disease of barley (Hordeum vulgare L), caused by the 
fungus Puccinia hordei Otth., which affects crops throughout Australasia, Europe, North 
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America and South America (Golegaonkar et al. 2009; Roane 1972). The disease is 
capable of causing significant yield losses of up to 32%, particularly in cool temperate 
regions of the world where barley is predominantly cultivated (Arnst et al. 1979; Feuerstein 
et al. 1990). Under experimental conditions, yield losses can be as high as 62% in 
susceptible barley cultivars (Castro et al. 2003; Cotterill et al. 1992; Das et al. 2007) 
highlighting the potential of the pathogen under ideal conditions. Currently, in Australia leaf 
rust occurs in most regions where barley crops are grown due to the widespread adoption 
of cultivars lacking adequate levels of resistance (Park 2008). Durable control options for 
this pathogen are priority to maintain the productivity of this important grain crop. In 
Australia, resistance to this disease is a key trait for cultivar development, particularly in 
the northern grain growing region (i.e. northern New South Wales and southern 
Queensland), where severe epidemics can occur (Cotterill et al. 1992). 
2.1.1 The pathogen - Puccinia hordei Otth 
Puccinia hordei Otth is the causal agent of leaf rust in barley. It is an obligate parasite that 
grows and survives only on green plants, producing symptoms that may range from small 
chlorotic flecks to large pustules containing spores (Roane 1972). The pathogen causes 
an increase in plant transpiration and respiration, which reduces plant efficiency and also 
causes a decrease in the rate of photosynthesis in diseased plants (Murray et al. 1998). 
Therefore, leaf rust affects plant growth and ultimately grain yield and seed quality 
(Melville and Lanham 1972). Yield losses are greatest when leaf rust develops early in the 
season or when the crop is planted late (Melville and Lanham 1972; Wiese et al. 2004).  
During inter-cropping periods, the fungus survives as urediniospores or dormant 
mycelium on wild, volunteer, or over-wintering barley crops (Gair et al. 1987; Murray et al. 
1998). Once urediniospores connect with a receptive host, germination is completed in six 
to eight hours if free moisture and optimum temperatures between 15-25Cº are available. 
Secondary urediniospores are produced in seven to 10 days (Murray et al. 1998). After 
infection, rust pustules form predominantly on the upper side of the leaf blades and leaf 
sheaths (Zillinsky 1983). The alternate host of P. hordei is the arable weed Ornithogalum 
umbellatum L., commonly known as the Star-of-Bethlehem. The pathogen goes from 
barley to the alternate host by basidiospores that germinate and can infect only the 
alternate host (Schafer et al. 1984). This alternate host can be a source of initial inoculum 
(aeciospores infecting barley crops) and increased pathogenic diversity through sexual 
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reproduction. While sexual recombination on the alternative host can re-combine existing 
virulences in more potent combinations, mutations for resistance genes deployed in barley 
crops is the primary source of new virulences in the pathogen population (Murray et al. 
1998; Reinhold and Sharp 1982; Zillinsky 1983). 
Historically, rust diseases have had a major impact on barley crop yields. For this 
reason, the study of leaf rust resistance has become one of major economic importance. 
The occurrence of leaf rust epidemics has increased in the past 15-20 years, especially in 
Europe (Clifford 1985). In Australia, reports of leaf rust epidemics have increased 
dramatically since 1978 (Cotterill et al. 1992). Uruguay has seen sporadic presence of the 
disease for more than 20 years, generally at low levels. However, since 2004 there have 
been increased leaf rust epidemics in South America causing important losses on 
susceptible cultivars (Castro et al. 2012). Barley leaf rust is of particular importance in 
climatic regions where the crop matures late in the growing season such as Australia.  
Populations of leaf rust often comprise a mixture of races (Anikster 1984; Parlevliet 
1983a; Reinhold and Sharp 1982). The frequency of leaf rust races is in a constant state of 
fluctuation, and new races are continually developing and increasing in frequency in 
response to selection pressure exerted by resistance genes in widely grown cultivars 
(Parlevliet 1983a). In Queensland, Australia, epidemics occur on average once every four 
years in commercial crops (Cotterill and Rees 1993; Cotterill et al. 1992). A severe 
epidemic in 2010 throughout the east coast of Australia coincided with a pathotype 
change, due to a single step mutation, that rendered an important resistance gene 
ineffective (i.e. Rph3) (Park and Williams 2011). This epiphytotic not only had a major 
impact on barley production that year with farmers having to spray crops multiple times 
with fungicides, but also resulted in a large portion of elite breeding material in the northern 
region barley breeding program (NRBBP) to be rendered susceptible. This caused a 
reduction in genetic diversity in the breeding programs, shifting breeding populations 
towards material possessing alternative resistance genes. 
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2.1.2 Control options 
The most economical and sustainable method of disease control is through deployment of 
genetic resistance in commercially grown cultivars; other control options include seed-
dressing, fungicides, and crop rotations. Seed-dressing provides effective control at early 
growth stages, however has typically worn off when leaf rust infection occurs later in the 
season, leaving the adult plants vulnerable. When conditions are favourable for leaf rust 
development after a heavy rain, often the paddock is too wet to drive a tractor, 
complicating the timing of fungicide applications. Further, the strong selection pressure 
provided from spaying causes the pathogen to quickly evolve and the fungicide is no 
longer effective (Tucker et al. 2013). The development of fungicide resistance to barley 
infecting powdery mildew is a current issue in Australia. In 2012 an isolate of powdery 
mildew from the northern region was shown to have reduced sensitivity, signalling the first 
step in the development of fungicide resistance. Pathogen resistance has increased since 
this time and populations resistant to fungicides have been identified across the wheat belt 
(Tucker et al. 2013). Using multiple fungicides targeting different pathways of the pathogen 
can be more effective but still present the same issues. Crop rotation is another option and 
can be helpful in preventing the build-up of necrotrophic or root diseases that live in crop 
stubble however, for airborne diseases like rust pathogens is not an effective control. 
Additionally, crop rotation is not favoured by farmers as it requires a high investment and 
reduces the number of acres that can be farmed with the most valuable crop and 
additional machinery may be required, causing additional expense. 
Sustainable control of rust pathogens is possible through the manipulation and 
deployment of resistance genes in cultivars; this is at no extra expense to the farmer as 
resistance is genetically “in-built” into the cultivar (Hong and Singh 1996). The use of 
resistant cultivars is one of the most practical and economic means for control of cereal 
rusts (Andres and Wilcoxson 1986). Pyramiding of resistance genes reduces the risk of 
the pathogen overcoming the resistance due to selection pressure. There is a strong 
consensus, that growing genetically resistant cultivars is the most appropriate and cost 
effective means of managing pests and diseases (Ballini et al. 2013; Golegaonkar et al. 
2010; Russell 1978). In order to identify genetic resistance to foliar diseases in barley 
germplasm, a breeder will expose a variety of lines to the target pathogen. Plant 
genotypes that show levels of resistance are identified and become candidates to be used 
as donor sources for resistance in the breeding program.  
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2.1.3 Types of resistance; seedling versus adult plant resistance 
Deployment of resistant cultivars is one of the most effective and economical means of 
controlling leaf rust (Zillinsky 1983), therefore research has focused largely on 
identification and incorporation of new sources of resistance into breeding programs. 
There are two main types of resistance genes referred to throughout the literature.  
Pathotype or race specific genes, also known as seedling or major genes, are 
expressed at the seedling stage and remain effective to specific pathotypes throughout the 
life of the plant (Singh et al. 2001). The resistance mechanism is controlled by major 
genes that confer a hypersensitive reaction in response to infection by P. hordei isolates 
lacking corresponding virulence genes (Parlevliet 1976a, 1983b; Parlevliet and Kuiper 
1977a; Roane 1972). A hypersensitive response prevents fungal growth inside the plant 
cell, accompanied by cell death surrounding the infection site. Genetic studies in barley 
have shown that seedling resistances are controlled by single genes (Park 2003; Park and 
Karakousis 2002; Singh et al. 2001). This type of resistance has been used extensively in 
breeding programs because they are usually governed by single dominant genes that are 
inherited in a simple Mendelian fashion. Therefore, they are easily recognized by breeders 
and incorporated into adapted germplasm (Niks 1982; Russell 1978). Once deployed in a 
cultivar, seedling resistance may become ineffective within a few years as only one critical 
mutation in the pathogen genome is required to overcome a single resistance gene. This 
relationship is referred to as the gene-for-gene interaction (Flor 1971). A breeding strategy 
that may enhance the durability of seedling resistance in cultivars is combining 
(pyramiding) several resistance genes in a single genotype. The deployment of multiple 
resistance genes in cultivars would require pathogen genotypes to undergo multiple 
mutations in order to acquire virulence (McIntosh and Brown 1997). 
The second type of resistance is partial resistance, also referred to as adult plant 
resistance (APR) or minor gene resistance. This resistance is often polygenic; controlled 
by multiple genes, and is considered more durable than race-specific resistance, as it 
remains effective when used over a wide area for a long time (Parlevliet 1976b, 1978). 
Partial resistance results in a reduced rate of disease in genotypes that otherwise produce 
a susceptible reaction type (Parlevliet 1983a; Parlevliet and Vanommeren 1985). Partial 
resistance, therefore, is conferred by low infection efficiency, long latent period, and low 
sporulation rate (Niks 1982; Parlevliet 1976b). Two leaf rust APR genes have been 
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designated and characterised in barley, yet recent studies provide evidence of more to be 
characterised (Golegaonkar et al. 2009; Hickey et al. 2011; Singh et al. 2013, 2015). The 
APR mechanism is well documented across numerous host/pathogen systems such as 
leaf rust (P. triticina) in wheat and is deemed more durable. In some cases, APR genes 
have been overcome by rust pathogens (Park and McIntosh 1994); however, genetic 
studies of cereals have shown that APR genes are often important components of durable 
rust resistances (Barcellos et al. 2000; Roelfs 1988; Singh and Rajaram 1992). For 
instance, APR to stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici) in wheat is controlled by 
multiple genes (Bariana and McIntosh 1993), which are thought to act cumulatively, thus 
combinations of APR genes offer very effective disease control (Bariana and McIntosh 
1993). 
Breeding programs tend to use single gene resistance at the expense of partial 
resistance. Programs that commonly select for and deploy major genes over large regions 
may have reduced the level of partial resistance in modern cultivars (Parlevliet 1983b). 
Past breeding practices relying on major gene resistance have replaced an effective and 
more durable form of resistance that is offered by partial resistance (Parlevliet 1983b). 
The polygenic nature of APR genes makes them more difficult to introduce into 
breeding programmes than seedling genes which are conferred by a single major gene 
(Johnston et al. 2013). It is possible to use conventional breeding methods to transfer 
multiple minor genes into germplasm. However, this is reliant on precise phenotyping, 
which is both time consuming and dependant on access to reliable field screening 
nurseries (Parlevliet and Kuiper 1977a). Ideally, APR genes would be combined in elite 
breeding germplasm via MAS. (Sun et al. 2010). To enable such a strategy, the first step 
requires identification of new sources of APR genes; the second step requires 
development of closely linked or associated DNA markers.  
2.1.4 Barley leaf rust resistance (Rph) genes  
Barley leaf rust resistance genes have been named as Rph (reaction to P. hordei) genes. 
To date, 23 Rph genes have been characterized (i.e. Rph1-23), however, most of these 
have been overcome by virulent races, increasing the need for new and durable sources 
of resistance to maintain stable barley production (Johnston et al. 2013; Ordon et al. 2009; 
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Qi et al. 1998). Of these 23 catalogued Rph genes, 21 confer seedling resistance. Only 
two genes conferring APR have been described in barley so far; Rph20 and Rph23 
(Hickey et al. 2011; Singh et al. 2015). 
At present, only six seedling resistance genes, Rph7, Rph11, Rph14, Rph15, 
Rph18 (Park 2003) and Rph21 (Sandhu et al. 2012) and APR genes, Rph20 (Hickey et al. 
2011) and Rph23 (Singh et al. 2015), are effective in Australia, emphasising the narrow 
and limited genetic base of leaf rust resistance available in barley and highlighting a need 
to identify new sources of resistance (Golegaonkar et al. 2009; Park 2003, 2008). Whilst 
some of the characterised seedling genes conferring resistance to P. hordei (i.e. Rph1–19) 
have been exploited in developing new barley cultivars, APR has not to date been 
intentionally deployed to control leaf rust.  
 2.2 The adult plant resistance gene Rph20 
The first simply inherited gene conferring APR to P. hordei in barley was designated 
Rph20 (resistance allele Rph20.ai) and located on chromosome 5HS (Hickey et al. 2011). 
Rph20 is a simply inherited gene conferring moderate to high levels of APR to P. hordei in 
barley. There have been no reports of an Rph20-virulent pathotype, which may be 
attributed to its partial resistance mechanism; where selection pressure for the pathogen to 
evolve is low. Leaf rust resistance conferred by Rph20 is common in barley germplasm 
around the world where epiphytotics of leaf rust occur frequently (Golegaonkar et al. 2009; 
Liu et al. 2011).  
Presence of an APR gene at this location was originally proposed by Golegaonkar 
et al. (2010) and was also reported by Liu et al. (2010). This position aligned also with 
Rphq4; a QTL for partial resistance to P. hordei (Marcel et al. 2008; Qi et al. 1998; Wang 
et al. 2010). Until Rph20 was closely linked to a molecular marker (Hickey et al. 2011), the 
likely origin of Rph20 could not be determined. It has now been resolved that Rph20 
originated from the landrace H. laevigatum a parent of the Dutch cultivar Vada released in 
the 1950s, resistance of which is still effective (Golegaonkar et al. 2009). 
It appears that Rph20 has been unintentionally selected in the barley breeding 
germplasm due to the selection for delayed onset of rusting (Golegaonkar et al. 2009; 
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Hickey et al. 2012a). Tracing back this gene through the pedigrees of two-rowed barley 
cultivars, indicates that Rph20 has contributed APR to P. hordei for more than 60 years 
and that little or no recombination between the marker and the Rph20 gene has occurred 
(Hickey et al. 2011). This tight linkage between the marker and the gene avoids time 
consuming allelism testing and aids in efficient screening of barley breeding lines for this 
APR gene (Hickey et al. 2011; Hickey et al. 2012a) The genomic region containing Rph20 
has also been associated with resistance to Blumeria graminis. Therefore germplasm that 
carry the Rph20 allele and display varying levels of resistance to powdery mildew under 
field conditions may also attribute this partial resistance to Rph20 (Golegaonkar et al. 
2010; Hickey et al. 2012b). There are well characterized genes in wheat that confer 
resistance to multiple fungal pathogens at the one locus. These general resistance loci are 
highly valuable sources of disease resistance in breeding because they can be selected 
using closely linked molecular markers (Lillemo et al. 2008). Associations between Rph20 
and broader pathogens should be explored. The link between Rph20 and resistance to an 
additional pathogen further increases the value of this gene in breeding programs.  
The ability to detect barley leaf rust APR under controlled conditions is desirable as 
it simplifies the selection of the gene in breeding programs and in monitoring P. hordei 
populations for pathogenicity (Singh et al. 2013). A double haploid (DH) population 
(ND24260 x Flagship) was successfully screened for APR under controlled conditions 
detecting Rph20 and the APR associated QTL RphND. Recent studies detected Rph20 at 
the 5-week growth stage (Singh et al. 2013). It was also observed that the resistance 
conferred by Rph20 was strongest and best expressed at cooler temperatures (18±2 °C). 
The effectiveness of Rph20 at cooler temperatures assists in preventing the carryover of 
inoculum through winter decreasing the chances of an epidemic. These characteristics are 
similar to those expressed by leaf rust APR gene Lr34 in wheat. Lr34 was also reported to 
express more strongly under low light levels (Drijepondt et al. 1991). The effects of light on 
Rph20 expression should be further explored. Cultivars can be protected by resistance 
genes such as Rph20 that are capable of preventing a widespread and rapid increase in 
inoculum. 
Targeted APR is yet to be deployed intentionally in commercial barley cultivars. The 
mapping and marker development of Rph20 (Hickey et al. 2011) offers new opportunities 
for breeders to introgress this gene into breeding material using MAS. However, we 
currently face overexploiting Rph20 via selection and deployment of a single resistance 
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factor, which places higher selection pressure on mutations in the pathogen population. 
Utilization of alternative sources of APR or combining Rph20 with other minor genes 
(Hickey et al. 2011) will avoid widespread reliance upon a single resistance mechanism 
and enhance the durability of Rph20. Although there have been no reports of an Rph20-
virulent pathotype, the search for alternative sources of APR should continue to avoid 
widespread reliance upon a single resistance factor. The remaining challenge is to identify 
additional genomic regions that may be combined with Rph20 to provide higher levels of 
resistance and reduce risk of the pathogen evolving virulence to this gene (Hickey et al. 
2012a). 
The molecular marker for Rph20 could facilitate preliminary evaluations of 
germplasm showing APR responses to P. hordei. If partially resistant cultivars lacking 
Rph20 are identified, they may offer alternative sources of APR genes. If several sources 
of APR exist, MAS could be used to pyramid genes in breeding materials and stabilize 
resistance to P. hordei (Hickey et al. 2011). The apparent lack of diversity for APR genes 
across the wide range of germplasm that has been assessed raises some concern, but 
also supports the critical importance of Rph20 and its genetic modifiers in offering a more 
effective protection against changes in the virulence of P. hordei.   
In the study by Hickey et al. (2011), a QTL region harbouring a genetic modifier (or 
minor gene) was reported. The QTL was donated by ND24260 (i.e. qRphND), located on 
chromosome 6HL and conferred only a low level of resistance alone, but when combined 
with Rph20, it provided high levels of APR, which were consistent across environments. 
Throughout studies so far eight lines have been identified via haplotype analysis that lack 
Rph20, but carry weak levels of APR. These lines could be useful sources of minor APR 
genes, which when combined with Rph20 may provide high levels of resistance across 
environments or new APR genes with large effect that can be exploited. These studies 
present alternate sources of APR that combine with Rph20, thus mapping and genetic 
studies of such sources should be priority.  
 2.3 Barley Genomics 
Barley is a diploid member of the grass family with seven chromosomes and a genome 
size of 5.1 Gb (Consortium IBGS 2012). There is a tremendous history of barley genetics 
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research due to its importance as a crop, and additionally its use as the genetic model for 
the Triticeae cereal crops (Sreenivasulu et al. 2008). The recent alignment of the genome 
sequence has accelerated barley molecular research as well as broadened the techniques 
that can be used for genetic applications (Mayer et al. 2012). Previously it has not been 
feasible to use high-throughput genomic techniques to dissect the genetic interactions of 
barley due to the high expense presented by DNA sequencing. Today we have access to 
modern cost-effective sequencing technologies, leading to an increase in barley genetics, 
genomics and molecular breeding that will be able to deliver economically important 
increases in efficient and tailored barley production.  
Advances made in barley genomics and recent efforts made towards physical map 
construction and sequencing of the barley genome largely contributes to the 
comprehensive understanding of gene functions in the context of important agronomical 
phenotypes (Sreenivasulu et al. 2008). Due to this resolution of the genome, technologies 
can be used to efficiently study the genetic basis of crops and to isolate agronomically 
important genes which can be introgressed into cultivars much more efficiently than using 
classical breeding approaches. 
 2.4 Strategies for QTL discovery  
Quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping has been widely employed for nearly two decades 
during which mapped molecular markers have become available. The goal of QTL 
mapping is to determine the loci that are responsible for variation in complex, quantitative 
traits. Breeding studies use QTL mapping methods in an attempt to identify the loci that 
improve crop yield or quality, and then to bring the favourable alleles together into elite 
lines. Understanding the effects associated with QTL in different environments or genetic 
backgrounds can lead to the development of improved crop cultivars through traditional 
breeding. The sequence associated with the trait of interest can be used to determine the 
presence of this allele throughout populations. These lines can then be used as donors to 
create new cultivars that retain the trait of interest or directly pyramided using MAS.  
2.4.1 QTL mapping of BLR resistance 
There have been eight key QTL discovery studies examining leaf rust resistance in barley 
(Castro et al. 2012; Gonzalez et al. 2012; Hickey et al. 2011; Kicherer et al. 2000; Liu et al. 
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2011; Marcel et al. 2007; Qi et al. 1998; von Korff et al. 2005). These studies have 
examined DH populations or bi-parental recombinant inbred line (RIL) populations for QTL 
mapping. Data on leaf rust resistance QTL from eight discovery publications is available 
consisting of a total of 47 QTL. The majority of these QTL were detected in field 
environments indicating APR as the major source of leaf rust resistance. These QTL 
should be further investigated as potential sources of APR genes. Further QTL discovery 
methods should be used to validate suspected APR genes available in these studies.  
2.4.2 DNA marker platforms 
Molecular markers enable detection of the variation between individuals at the level of the 
individual nucleotide sequence in the DNA. These markers take advantage of genetic 
linkage and can be used to detect the presence of allelic variation in the genes underlying 
traits of interest (Collard and Mackill 2008). The genetic location of the QTL is given 
relative to molecular marker positions. In the past, molecular markers were generated 
using numerous technologies such as: RFLP, restriction fragment length polymorphism; 
RAPD, randomly amplified polymorphic DNA; AFLP, amplified fragment length 
polymorphism; and SSR, microsatellites or simple sequence repeats. These older marker 
technologies are limited when it comes to efficiency, particularly when attempting to 
efficiently utilize large numbers of markers and are associated with high assay costs 
(Akbari et al. 2006). 
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been the most studied type of 
intraspecific genetic variation. In barley, expressed sequence tag (EST) resources 
supported the first large scale SNP identification studies and the development of the first 
high-throughput SNP genotyping platform, based on the Illumina Oligo Pool Assays 
(OPAs). Diversity Arrays Technology (DArT) offers a rapid and DNA sequence-
independent shortcut to genome scans. A single DArT assay simultaneously types 
hundreds to thousands of SNPs and insertion/deletion polymorphisms spread across the 
genome. DArT have recently developed genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) platform 
referred to as DArT-seq which routinely returns ~40,000 polymorphic markers (with known 
sequence) across the barley genome. Parallel SNP discovery and genotyping via GBS 
have been successfully applied to barley, resulting in identifying and mapping countless 
SNPs in mapping populations.  
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The rapid improvement and declining cost of next-generation sequencing 
technologies is revolutionizing genotyping in barley. The newly available barley genome 
assembly (Mayer et al. 2012) can serve as a framework to construct genetic maps as well 
as providing access to the majority of the barley genes, hence facilitating the exploitation 
of natural genetic diversity. The new GBS/SNP platforms and reduction in cost per data 
point has paved the way for the modern genomics studies that are feasible for genomic 
selection strategies in plant breeding.  
2.4.3 Association mapping  
Association mapping (AM), also known as association genetics or linkage disequilibrium 
(LD) mapping, is an analytical approach for QTL detection that exploits LD between 
markers and closely linked QTL in an effort to correlate the appearance of a phenotype 
with genotype in lines with irregular population structures. In such populations, LD is 
generally lower than standard bi-parental populations, and when used in combination with 
high density markers, can allow more accurate location of QTL compared with 
conventional mapping populations. When such an approach is used in breeding 
populations, it has the added advantage of identifying associations in the genetic context 
targeted by the breeder, thereby limiting the impact of context dependency on the value of 
marker/ trait associations. The advent of cost-effective whole genome profiling utilising 
next-generation sequencing technologies has contributed to the increasing popularity of 
studies using large numbers of SNP markers for AM.  
AM was initially adopted in model plant species, such as Arabidopsis and maize 
(Wang et al. 2007). With the development of assay-based high-throughput marker 
systems, this approach for QTL discovery has gained popularity in many crop species. AM 
studies in barley using high-throughput DArT markers have examined genomic regions 
influencing yield and related traits under drought (Varshney et al. 2012), frost tolerance 
(Visioni et al. 2013) and salt tolerance (Long et al. 2013). The use of DArT and SNP 
markers has been used to identify QTL for resistance to spot blotch (Cochliobolus, sativus) 
(Roy et al. 2010; Zhou and Steffenson 2013a) speckled leaf blotch (Septoria passerinii) 
(Zhou and Steffenson 2013b), spot form of net blocth (Pyrenophora teres f. maculata) 
(Wang et al. 2015) and most recently barley leaf rust.  
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2.4.4 Bulk segregation analysis 
One of the tools used to identify molecular markers associated with a trait in an organism 
is bulked segregant analysis (BSA) (Brauer et al. 2006; Michelmore et al. 1991). BSA 
partitions a population from a single cross into pools, or bulks, according to a single trait, 
so that each bulk contains individuals corresponding to a particular phenotype or specific 
section of a phenotypic range. BSA relies on informative individuals being grouped so that 
a particular genomic region is studied against a randomized genetic background of 
unlinked loci (Michelmore et al. 1991). The method uses marker measurements of pooled 
genomic DNA samples from each bulk to measure correlation between marker and 
phenotype and thereby designate a probable location for the gene based on that 
correlation. This is superior to methods that require individual genotyping, as it 
simultaneously measures the average genotype of progeny with a given phenotype 
(Brauer et al. 2006). The simplicity and low cost of BSA have led to its use for complex 
traits including those whose genetic control is unknown.  
QTL discovery using the BSA method uses two contrasting bulks for a trait in BSA 
that will differ only at the locus harbouring that trait; the analysis is based on allele 
frequency. DArT BSA requires 30-40 individuals representing each pool to be genotyped 
separately to minimise false positives due to the large numbers of markers returned 
(Mackay and Caligari 2000). The minimum size of the samples comprising the bulks is 
generally determined by the frequency with which these unlinked loci might be detected as 
polymorphic between the bulks, this is estimated based on segregation patterns and the 
gene model predicted (Mackay and Caligari 2000). Integration of molecular breeding 
methods with conventional breeding has the potential to facilitate improvement in crop 
yield and quality (Olasanmi 2010). 
 2.5 Conclusion 
It is clear barley breeders around the world are in need of a genetic solution to leaf rust. 
The mapping and marker development of Rph20 (Hickey et al. 2011) offers new 
opportunities for breeders to introgress this gene into breeding material using MAS. 
However, we currently face overexploiting Rph20 via selection and deployment of a single 
resistance factor places higher selection pressure on mutations in the pathogen 
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population. Utilization of alternative sources of APR or combining Rph20 with genetic 
modifiers (Hickey et al. 2011) will avoid widespread reliance upon a single resistance 
mechanism and enhance the durability and stability of Rph20 across environments. The 
search for alternative sources of APR should continue, along with the identification  of 
additional genomic regions (i.e. genetic modifiers or minor genes) that may be combined 
with Rph20 to provide higher levels of resistance (Hickey et al. 2012b). 
Breeding new barley cultivars is a challenging process; however, current molecular 
breeding technologies provide opportunities to enhance genetic progress and to 
accelerate development of new cultivars. AM, NAM, selective genotyping and BSA have 
both advantages and disadvantages, but are all appropriate methods for dissecting 
genetics of APR to leaf rust. APR to leaf rust in barley, explicitly Rph20 modifiers will be 
targeted. These QTL discovery strategies would be best applied to independent 
populations assessed in multiple environments. To maximise benefit of using these 
approaches, the most elite breeding material should be used to construct populations, so 
as to reduce context dependency and contribute towards barley breeding efforts in terms 
of germplasm development. The QTL regions detected using these distinct methods could 
be compared in order to validate the regions or interest and propose a recommendation for 
the most desirable gene combinations to be used in breeding programs. The QTL detected 
in this study will be relevant to Australian barley breeding germplasm, thus MAS can be 
implemented immediately to pyramid these desirable genomic regions for durable control 
of leaf rust. Elite lines carrying desirable gene combinations could also be used in 
backcross or top-cross breeding strategies. The validated DNA marker sequences 
associated with APR to leaf rust can be used by breeders regardless of their preferred 
marker platform.  
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Chapter 3  -  Association mapping of resistance to Puccinia hordei in Australian 
barley breeding germplasm 
 
 3.1 Abstract 
Three hundred and sixty (360) elite barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) breeding lines from the 
northern region barley breeding program (NRBBP) in Australia, were genotyped with 3,244 
polymorphic Diversity Arrays Technology (DArT) markers and the results used to map 
quantitative trait loci (QTL) conferring reaction to leaf rust (caused by Puccinia hordei 
Otth). The F3:5 (Stage 2) lines were derived or sourced from different geographic origins or 
hubs of international barley breeding ventures representing two breeding cycles (2009 and 
2011 trials) and were evaluated across eight environments for infection type (IT) at both 
seedling and adult plant stages. Association mapping (AM) was performed using mean 
scores for disease reaction, accounting for family effects using the eigenvalues from a 
matrix of genotype correlations. In this study, 15 QTL were detected; 5 QTL co-located 
with catalogued leaf rust resistance genes (Rph1, 3/19, 8/14/15, 20, 21), 6 QTL aligned 
with previously reported genomic regions, and 4 QTL (3 on chromosome 1H and 1 on 7H) 
were novel. The adult plant resistance (APR) gene Rph20 was identified across the 
majority of environments and pathotypes. The QTL detected in this study offer 
opportunities for breeding for more durable resistance to leaf rust through pyramiding 
multiple genomic regions via marker-assisted selection (MAS).  
 
 3.2 Introduction 
Puccinia hordei Otth is the causal agent of barley leaf rust, one of the most important 
diseases affecting this crop globally (Golegaonkar et al. 2009; Roane 1972). Leaf rust has 
been reported to cause yield losses up to 32% in Australia and North America (Dill-Macky 
et al. 1989; Griffey et al. 1994). In Australia, resistance to this disease is a key trait for 
cultivar development particularly in the northern grain growing region (i.e. northern New 
South Wales and southern Queensland), where severe epidemics have occurred (Cotterill 
et al. 1992), most recently in 2010. 
 
In cereals, resistance to rust is often distinguished as seedling resistance, partial 
resistance or adult plant resistance (APR) (Parlevliet and Vanommeren 1975). Seedling 
resistance, conferred by major effect genes, when deployed alone provide only one 
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genetic barrier that may easily be eroded by mutations in the pathogen population and is 
therefore often pathotype specific (Parlevliet and Vanommeren 1975). In contrast, partial 
(quantitative) resistance is conferred by multiple minor effect genes that may influence 
factors such as infection frequency, pustule size and latent period (Qi et al. 1998). These 
genes often do not provide adequate levels of resistance when deployed alone (Marcel et 
al. 2007; Qi et al. 1998; Hickey et al. 2011), however the additive and/or epistatic effects of 
multiple partial resistance genes can provide effective adult plant resistance (APR) (Singh 
et al. 2011). APR is identified by seedling susceptibility and adult plant resistance and is 
largely non-pathotype specific (Marcel et al. 2007). Studies of rust resistance in wheat 
(Triticum aestivum) indicate that APR is a more durable form of resistance due to multiple 
genetic barriers (Hong and Singh 1996; Lagudah et al. 2006; McIntosh 1992; Pretorius et 
al. 2007). 
 
Barley leaf rust resistance genes have been described as Rph (reaction to Puccinia 
hordei) genes. To date 21 seedling resistance genes have been named: Rph1-19, Rph21, 
Rph22 and one APR gene Rph20. Breeders in Australia have relied primarily on seedling 
resistances to leaf rust (i.e. Rph1 to 12, Rph19 and Rph21), which lack durable 
effectiveness (Golegaonkar et al. 2009). Targeted APR is yet to be deployed intentionally 
in commercial barley cultivars. However recent mapping and marker development for the 
first gene conferring APR to P. hordei; Rph20 (Hickey et al. 2011) offers new opportunities 
for breeders to introgress this gene into breeding material using marker-assisted selection 
(MAS). This gene confers partial resistance to the pathogen that is expressed in adult 
plants. The remaining challenge is to identify additional genomic regions that may be 
combined with Rph20 in order to provide higher levels of resistance and reduce the 
reliance upon a single resistance factor (Hickey et al. 2012). 
 
Molecular markers can contribute to the dissection of genetic control of important 
traits (Lande and Thompson 1990). However classical marker development methodologies 
for trait dissection can be inefficient and expensive as they typically involve the 
development of specifically structured, bi-parental mapping populations. These 
populations must segregate for the trait(s) of interest and require genotypic and repeated 
phenotypic analysis to validate marker-trait associations. Markers that show consistent 
and significant associations with traits, across environments and genetic backgrounds can 
then be proposed as targets for MAS. 
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Association mapping (AM), also known as association genetics or linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) mapping, is an analytical approach for QTL detection that exploits LD 
between markers and closely linked QTL in lines with irregular population structures. In 
such populations LD is generally lower than standard bi-parental populations and when 
used in combination with a high marker density can allow more accurate location of QTL 
compared with conventional mapping populations. When such an approach is used in 
breeding populations it has the added advantage of identifying associations in the genetic 
context targeted by the breeder, thereby limiting the impact of context dependency on the 
value of marker trait associations. The advent of cost-effective whole genome profiling 
utilizing next-generation sequencing technologies (e.g. Genotyping-by-Sequencing; Elshire 
et al. 2011) has contributed to the increasing popularity of studies using large numbers of 
SNP markers for AM, in both animal and crop species. AM was initially adopted in model 
plants species such as Arabidopsis and maize (Wang et al. 2007). With the development 
of assay-based high-throughput marker systems, this approach for QTL discovery has 
gained popularity in many crop species. AM studies in barley using high-throughput DArT 
markers have examined genomic regions influencing yield and related traits under drought 
(Varshney et al. 2012), frost tolerance (Visioni et al. 2013) and salt tolerance (Long et al. 
2013). The combined use of DArT and SNP markers has been used to identify QTL for 
resistance to spot blotch (Cochliobolus, sativus (Ito & Kurib.) Drechs. ex Dast.) (Roy et al. 
2010; Zhou and Steffenson 2013a) and speckled leaf blotch (Septoria passerinii Sacc,) 
(Zhou and Steffenson 2013b). The DArT and SNP arrays return a large number of high 
quality markers throughout the genome for a low cost, making them ideal for large-scale 
genome-wide association studies. 
 
This study aimed to identify genomic regions influencing resistance to P. hordei 
using breeding populations representative of the northern region barley breeding program 
(NRBBP) based in Queensland, Australia using AM. The elite breeding lines were 
examined for reaction to P. hordei at both seedling and adult growth stages in Australian 
environments, and the results discussed in the context of previous QTL mapping studies 
for leaf rust. 
 
 3.3 Materials and Methods 
3.3.1 Germplasm selection 
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The barley breeding populations evaluated in this study consisted of germplasm sets, 
which included elite breeding lines, some parental lines and a small set of current 
Australian cultivars. These lines are representative of the NRBBP based at the Hermitage 
Research Facility, Warwick, Queensland, Australia and have been derived or sourced from 
different geographic origins or hubs of international barley breeding ventures. Entries in 
the populations were selected in part based on results from field screenings in inoculated 
nurseries for reactions to four foliar diseases: leaf rust, powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis 
(DC.) E.O. Speer f. sp. hordei Ém. Marchal) and net and spot forms of net blotch 
(Pyrenophora teres Drechs. f. teres and P. teres. f. maculata Smedeg.) This material is 
being continuously developed and advanced, including many sources of resistance to 
biotic agents and agronomic traits. 
 
The breeding populations fall into two distinct groups: breeding population 1 (BP1) 
consisted of 368 Stage 2 (equivalent F3:F5) lines selected from Stage 1 yield trials 
conducted in 2008, and breeding population 2 (BP2) consisted of 155 breeding lines 
selected from a mixture of Stage 1 and Stage 2 yield trials conducted in 2010. A small 
portion of elite lines overlap in both BP1 and BP2. The reduction in number of lines in BP2 
was caused in part by a leaf rust epiphytotic during 2010 season that rendered previously 
resistant selections susceptible, see below. 
 
3.3.2 Pathogen materials 
Breeding populations in this study were assessed for resistance to P. hordei using 
pathotypes 5453P+ (virulent for Rph1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 12 and 19) and 5457P+ (virulent for 
Rph1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 12 and 19) (Park 2009; Park and Williams 2011). Pathotypes were 
identified from leaf samples taken from susceptible breeding lines in the field nurseries. 
 
3.3.3 Assessment of seedling resistance 
BP1 was characterised for seedling resistance using P. hordei pathotype 5457P+ at the 
Cobbitty Research Station, The University of Sydney, New South Wales, Australia in 2009 
(i.e. COB2009_Seedling). BP2 was assessed as seedlings in 2011 using pathotype 
5457P+ at both Cobbitty (i.e. COB2011_Seedling) and at the Hermitage Research Facility, 
Warwick, Queensland, Australia (i.e. HRF2011_Seedling). 
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Seedlings were grown in pots in the glasshouse and inoculated with P. hordei, as 
per Park and Karakousis (2002). Post-inoculation, pots were returned to the glasshouse 
maintained at 20–250C, where disease developed and plants were assessed for 
resistance to P. hordei 10–11 days later. Disease infection type (IT) was recorded using 
the 0–4 scale (McIntosh 1992; Park and Karakousis 2002), where 0 is immune and >3 (3+ 
and above) is considered susceptible. 
 
3.3.4 Assessment of resistance in the field 
BP1 was assessed for resistance to P. hordei at the adult plant stage (post spike 
emergence) at two field sites in Australia in 2009; the Leslie Research Facility, 
Toowoomba, Queensland (i.e. LRF2009_Adult) at which two readings were taken, and 
The Sydney University Plant Breeding Institute, Cobbitty, New South Wales (i.e. 
COB2009_Adult). BP2 was assessed for adult resistance to P. hordei at the same field 
sites in 2011 (i.e. LRF2011_Adult and COB2011_Adult). 
 
All entries were sown as hill plots of 15 to 20 seeds in rows 0.75 m apart with 0.50 
m within-row spacing. Each pair of datum rows was separated from the succeeding pair of 
datum rows by a row of very susceptible spreader, the American cultivar „Gus‟ (PI494521). 
Treatments were randomised and replicated twice. The nurseries were artificially 
inoculated by injecting an aqueous suspension of P. hordei urediniospores into one tiller/m 
of spreader row.  Epidemics were promoted with sprinkler irrigation applied in the late 
evening when temperatures were favourable for infection and high humidities and low 
winds at night were expected. When epidemics were sufficiently developed to allow clear 
differentiation among entries, disease was assessed on a whole plot basis using a 0–9 
scale (McNeal and Berg 1971), where 0 is immune and 9 is very susceptible. The scale 
provides a single digit summary of the amount of disease and reaction type and provided 
good differentiation among genotypes. The disease data collected were summarised as 
treatment means. 
 
3.3.5 Data curation 
Data for lines displaying a heterozygous disease response were assigned missing values. 
The seedling data collected at Cobbitty (COB2009_Seedling and COB2011_Seedling) was 
converted from the 0–4 scale to a 0–9 scale to standardize data. The mean disease 
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response per line for each environment was then used for association mapping. A 
summary of the number of genotypes, number of polymorphic markers and environments 
used in this study is provided in Table 3.1. 
 
3.3.6 Genotyping and construction of an integrated consensus map 
Genomic DNA was extracted from bulked young leaf tissue sourced from 30 seeds 
representing each Stage 2 entry using the protocol recommended by Diversity Arrays 
Technology (www.diversityarrays.com). A total of 523 lines (368 from BP1 and 155 from 
BP2) were genotyped with DArT markers using the Barley PstI (BstNI) v 1.7 array, which 
returned 1,411 polymorphic markers for BP1 and 1,159 for BP2; providing a total of 1,611 
unique DArT markers across the two populations. 
An integrated consensus map was constructed to maximise the number of DArT 
markers located on a single reference map, by manually projecting additional DArT 
markers onto the consensus map using bridge markers following the projection strategy 
detailed in Mace et al (2009). The new DArT marker locations were based on genetic 
linkage maps for two doubled haploid (DH) populations; a ND19119-5/PI 642914 DH 
population that was developed for mapping Russian Wheat Aphid resistance (W. Lawson, 
unpublished) and the ND24260/Flagship DH population (Hickey et al. 2011).  
3.3.7 Phenotypic analysis 
The mean disease response for each line obtained in each environment was used to 
generate frequency distribution figures for BP1 and BP2. GxE between the trials used in 
this study was assessed using principal component biplots. Each year is presented 
separately due to the lack of genotype agreement between the years.  
 
3.3.8 Association mapping statistical analysis 
A linear mixed model is used which simultaneously includes all the marker effects allowing 
for their correlations. Such methods have been proposed by Verbyla et al. (2007) and 
Smith (2011). 
The model for data vector nYy 1n  can be written as  
       (      )         
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where the vector   is a vector of fixed effects,    is a      vector of marker effects 
where    is the number of markers,    is the      vector of residual genetic effects (not 
explained by the markers) where    is the number of genotypes and    is the vector of 
random non-genetic (or peripheral, i.e. design and additional) effects. The matrix   is the 
design matrix for the fixed effects, the matrix    is the design matrix for the genotype 
effects and the matrix    is the design matrix for the non-genetic effects. 
All random effects are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, with mean zero 
and each of the random effect vectors are assumed pairwise independent. Variances for 
the random and residual effects are   
    ,   
    ,   
   , and  
    for the marker effects   , 
the residual genetic effects    , the non-genetic random effects   , and the residual e 
respectively, where we use    to denote an identity matrix of order n.   
  is a the genetic 
variance of the markers,   
  is a the residual genetic variance of the genotypes,   
  is the 
variance of the replicates and    is the residual variance. 
The matrix   is the       matrix of    genotypes by    markers with values of 1 
and 0 representing the two alleles and missing values are imputed using the R package 
impute (Hastie et al. 2013). 
The allele effects are the random BLUP effects    and are predicted by fitting this 
linear mixed model using the R package ASReml-R (Butler et al. 2009). The effects 
represent a linear regression of the trait of interest against the values representing the 
markers. In this instance, the effects are equivalent to the difference between the effect of 
allele “1” and allele “0”. 
 
3.3.9 Collation of previous QTL studies 
Data on leaf rust resistance QTL from 8 discovery publications were collated (Castro et al. 
2012; Gonzalez et al. 2012; Hickey et al. 2011; Kicherer et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2011; Marcel 
et al. 2007; Qi et al. 1998; von Korff et al. 2005). From each study, data on the pedigree of 
the mapping population used, population type, population size, number of markers, 
number of linkage groups, map length, marker density and analysis method were collated. 
In total, 11 populations were analysed across the 8 publications. 
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The integrated map was used as the reference map for QTL projection. From the 8 
studies, 60 individual QTL for resistance to P. hordei were included in the analysis. Details 
were collected for each QTL or marker/trait association, including; original marker interval, 
R2 (% phenotypic variance explained), LOD value, direction of effect and published QTL 
symbol (where provided). 
 
The location of individual QTL were projected onto the integrated map based on 
flanking marker information in common between the individual study and the integrated 
map. For cases where flanking markers were not present in the integrated map, their 
location was projected based on common markers (Cone et al. 2002; Mace and Jordan 
2011). An individual QTL was not projected if the order of the flanking markers was 
inconsistent with the order of markers on the integrated map. 
 
Confidence intervals for the projected QTL were calculated by adopting the 
formulae described by Darvasi and Soller (1997) and Guo et al. (2006) for F2/DH 
populations and recombinant inbred populations, respectively. These equations use 
population size and R² values (proportion of phenotypic variation explained) to estimate 
the confidence interval. For cases where R² values were not provided in a study, the 
projected QTL was assigned a confidence interval of 4 cM for graphical display purposes. 
 
3.3.10 Diversity analysis of the Rph20 region on Chromosome 5HS 
A diversity analysis of the Rph20 region was performed using DARwin Version 5.0.158 
(Perrier and Jacquemoud-Collet 2006). The analysis was performed using 10 DArT 
markers spanning 11.8 cM (21.2–33.0 cM) on chromosome 5HS using the Sokal-
Micheneer distance measure and a hierarchical Neighbor-Joining tree was generated. 
Analysis of the Rph20 region was performed using lines from BP2 only due the high 
frequency of the Rph3 gene in the breeding populations and the use of a pathotype 
virulent for Rph3 for phenotyping in 2011. To investigate associations between marker 
haplotypes and phenotype, lines were classed according to four phenotypic categories; 1) 
“seedling resistance” i.e. average seedling scores ≤ 2 at COB2011_Seedling (lines in this 
category were deemed to carry specific resistances as lines that showed APR in the field 
had scores of 3 or above in the Cobbitty seedling assessment), 2) “moderate-high levels of 
APR” i.e. average field scores ranging from 3 to 6 inclusive at LRF2011_Adult (lines with 
these scores were limiting rust development where pustules were constrained by 
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chlorosis/necrosis and/or had markedly reduced sporulation), 3) “weak APR” i.e. average 
field scores from 7 to 7.5 at LRF2011_Adult (lines had 60-70% infection, moderate 
sporulation, with no necrosis and little or no chlorosis), and 4) “susceptible” i.e. average 
field scores ≥ 8 at LRF2011_Adult (lines had >75% infection, heavy sporulation and no 
tissue response). 
 
 3.4  Results 
3.4.1 Phenotypic data summary 
The disease response for entries in BP1 ranged from 1–9 in at COB2009_Adult, 0–9 at 
LRF2009_Adult and 0–7 for the seedling assay performed at Cobbitty 
(COB2009_Seedling). The entries in BP2 displayed a similar range of resistance levels; 1–
8 (COB2011_Seedling), 0-9 (COB2011_Adult), 0-9 (HRF2011_Seedling) and 3–9 
(LRF2011_Adult). The mean disease response for BP1 assessed as seedlings at Cobbitty 
(COB2009_Seedling) was 2.77 and as adult plants assessed in the field the population 
mean at Cobbitty (COB2009_Adult) and Toowoomba (LRF2009_Adult) was 6.11 and 5.83, 
respectively (Figure 3.2). The mean disease response for BP2 assessed as seedlings at 
Cobbitty (COB2011_Seedling) and Warwick (HRF2011_Seedling) was 5.91 and 5.98, 
respectively (Figure 3.2). When BP2 was assessed in the field at Cobbitty 
(COB2011_Adult) and Toowoomba (LRF2011_Adult) the mean disease response was 
5.88 and 6.63, respectively (Figure 3.2). 
In 2009, when the two different pathotypes were used for assessment of BP1 in 
field screening nurseries (i.e. COB2009_Adult and LRF2009_Adult; 5453P+ and 5457P+, 
respectively) there was only a weak correlation between responses to P. hordei observed 
in both environments (Figure 3.3A). In comparison, reaction to P. hordei displayed in the 
seedling assay performed at Cobbitty (COB2009_Seedling) was strongly correlated with 
results from field screening conducted at Toowoomba (LRF2009_Adult) (Figure 3.3A), in 
which the same pathotype was used. 
Results from field screening nurseries conducted in 2011 for BP2 (i.e. 
LRF2011_Adult and COB2011_Adult) were highly correlated (Figure 3.3B). Assessment of 
BP2 at the seedling stage performed at Warwick was also well correlated with field results 
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in 2011. Despite the fact that the same pathotype was used for all experiments in 2011 
(i.e. 5457P+), the results from seedling assessment conducted at Cobbitty had a weaker 
correlation with the three other environments (Figure 3.3B). 
The quality of phenotypic data was very good; reflected by high estimates of 
heritability and strong correlations across environments, particularly when the same 
scoring system was adopted using the same pathotype. Heritabilities for disease response 
were calculated for two of the four environments in 2009 (BP1) and three of the four 
environments in 2011 (BP2). Heritability estimates were very high, ranging from 0.78 to 
0.92. Heritabilities could not be estimated for environments where unreplicated 
experiments were conducted (i.e. COB2011_Seedling, COB2009_Seedling and 
COB2009_Adult); however, the disease responses of replicated check cultivars indicated a 
high degree of repeatability for these environments as well. The correlation between 
disease response for BP1 assessed using two different readings at LRF2009_Adult was 
very high (0.89). When the same pathotype of P. hordei was used for assessment of BP2 
as adult plants in two different environments in 2011 (i.e. LRF2011_Adult and 
COB2011_Adult), the correlation between disease response data from each site was also 
very high (0.74). 
3.4.2 Consensus map expansion 
The barley DArT consensus genetic linkage map provided 2,957 locations for marker 
positioning (Wenzl et al. 2006). Integration of the RWA (ND19119-5/PI 642914) and 
ND24260/Flagship genetic linkage maps provided an additional 519 markers. The 
accumulation of these markers increased the total markers positions to 3,476. Final map 
length across the 7 chromosomes was 1,417 cM with an average marker density of 2.8 
(markers/cM) across the genome.  
 
Of the 1,611 unique DArT markers initially obtained across BP1 and BP2, only 
approximately half (i.e. 845) could be positioned using the Wenzl et al (2006) consensus 
map alone. The integrated map allowed positioning of an additional 393 markers. In total, 
1,088 and 918 DArT markers were positioned for BP1 and BP2, respectively. Of these 
markers, 768 were common across both populations, resulting in a total of 1,238 unique 
polymorphic markers with map locations. 
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3.4.3 Association mapping for rust resistance 
Association mapping for resistance to P. hordei in BP1 (368 lines) and BP2 (155 lines) 
detected a total of 15 QTL across the 7 environments, which were labelled as RphQ1–15 
(Table 3.2). Leaf rust QTL were detected on all chromosomes, except chromosome 3H 
(Table 3.2). Five QTL co-located with the genomic positions of cataloged leaf rust 
resistance genes, located on chromosomes 2H (RphQ5 and RphQ6), 4H (RphQ8), 5H 
(RphQ9) and 7H (RphQ14) (Figure 3.4). Three QTL identified on chromosome 1H (i.e. 
RphQ1–3) and one QTL on chromosome 7H (RphQ13) did not align with any previously 
reported genomic regions influencing resistance to P. hordei, thus appear to be novel 
(Figure 3.4). The remaining 6 QTL regions: RphQ4, RphQ7, RphQ10–12 and RphQ15, 
corresponded with regions reported in previous QTL mapping studies (Figure 3.4).  
 
Of the 15 QTL identified in this study, 13 were detected in BP1 across the three 
environments (COB2009_Seedling, LRF2009_Adult and COB2009_Adult), represented by 
25 markers with significant effects (Table 3.2). Eleven of these QTL were specific to this 
breeding population. Eleven of the QTL identified in BP1 were detected in field 
environments (i.e. RphQ1, 3, 5, 8–15); eight of which were not detected in the 2009 
seedling assay (Table 3.2). Two of the QTL detected in BP1 were detected at the seedling 
stage only (i.e. RphQ2 and RphQ4) and three were detected at both developmental stages 
(i.e. RphQ5, RphQ14 and RphQ15) (Table 3.2).  
Association mapping conducted for BP1 assessed at reading 1 (LRF2009_Adult) 
detected two QTL (RphQ5 and RphQ13), which were not detected using the reading 2 
dataset collected 11 days later (Table 3.2). Additionally, analysis of reading 2 data 
detected RphQ3, 8, 10, 11 and 15, which were not detected using the data from reading 1. 
The QTL region with the largest effect detected in BP1 was RphQ14 on 7HL (178.9–185.4 
cM), which corresponds to catalogued seedling resistance gene Rph3. RphQ14 was 
detected in all environments where the pathotype avirulent for Rph3 (i.e. 5453P+) was 
used for inoculation. In this region, DArT marker bPb-3145 had the most significant 
association, where presence of marker allele “1” was associated with increasing 
susceptibility (marker effect +7.18; Table 3.2). Based on the DArT marker haplotype, the 
resistance allele for Rph3 (RphQ14) was present in 182 of 368 lines in BP1 (i.e. 49%). 
However, only 43 lines of 155 (i.e. 28%) in BP2 carried the Rph3 resistance allele. 
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In BP2, four QTL were detected; RphQ6 (2H), RphQ7 (2H), RphQ8 (4H) and 
RphQ9 (5H). RphQ6 and RphQ7 were specific to BP2. All four QTL were detected at the 
adult plant stage in the field environments; however RphQ7 and RphQ9 were detected 
also at the seedling stage (Table 3.2).  
 
Despite the close proximity of RphQ1 (32.4 cM) and RphQ2 (39.7 cM) on 
chromosome 1H, the regions were identified as two separate QTL because RphQ1 was 
identified in BP1 at the adult plant stage at Toowoomba, whereas RphQ2 was identified at 
the seedling stage (Table 3.2). 
 
 
Only RphQ8 and RphQ9 were detected in both breeding populations (Table 3.2). 
While RphQ8 was detected in both BP1 and BP2, the QTL was detected for field 
screening nurseries conducted at Toowoomba only (i.e. LRF2009_Adult and 
LRF2011_Adult). In contrast, RphQ9, corresponding with the catalogued APR gene Rph20 
on chromosome 5HS, was detected in all field environments of this study (Table 3.2). 
DArT marker bPb-0837 (26.7 cM) was the most consistently associated with resistance in 
the region and its marker effect ranged -1.87 to -3.10 across the four field environments 
(Table 3.2). Another marker, bPb-0292 (26.4 cM) was also strongly associated with the 
Rph20 resistance (marker effect -3.38 in LRF2011_Adult), but data for this marker was 
only available for BP2. Based on the DArT marker bPb-0837, 89 lines in BP1 (i.e. 23%) 
carried the resistance allele for Rph20, however adjacent markers suggested that a 
number of them were heterogeneous. A higher frequency of the resistance allele for 
Rph20 was observed for BP2 (i.e. 38%). 
 
Interestingly, eight lines in BP2 appeared to carry alternative sources of APR to 
BLR. These lines lacked the resistance allele for Rph20 (based on bPb-0837), but 
displayed moderate to high levels of APR. 
 
3.4.4 DArT marker haplotypes in the Rph20 region 
The critical marker haplotype associated with expression of APR gene Rph20 was the 
presence of two DArT markers; bPb-0837 (26.7 cM) and bPb-0292 (26.4 cM). The majority 
of lines in BP2 with marker allele “1” for these two markers displayed moderate to high 
levels of APR (Figure 3.5). Lines with this marker haplotype were clustered with standards 
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previously reported to carry Rph20, such as elite breeding line NRB06059 
(Mackay*2/WI2314) and Australian cultivar Mackay (Cameo/Koru) (Figure 3.5). Breeding 
lines lacking these two critical DArT markers (marker allele “0”) clustered together and the 
majority of these lines displayed either a susceptible or only weak APR phenotype. These 
lines clustered together with standards (e.g. Fitzroy, Grout and Gairdner) that are known to 
lack Rph20 and are susceptible to P. hordei pathotype 5457P+ (Figure 3.5). Lines that 
were postulated to carry seedling resistance (based on data from COB2011_Seedling) 
were scattered throughout the hierarchical tree, regardless of their marker haplotype in the 
Rph20 region (Figure 3.5). Interestingly, 8 lines in BP2 lacked the critical marker haplotype 
for Rph20, but displayed moderate to high levels of APR and clustered with the lines 
displaying a susceptible phenotype (Figure 3.5). 
 
 
 3.5  Discussion 
This study reports on the use of two interrelated breeding populations to identify QTL for 
leaf rust resistance in multiple environments. Previous mapping studies detected 4 QTL for 
seedling resistance that co-located with previously catalogued major effect genes Rph4(1) 
and Rph8/14/15(3). Six QTL for APR co-located with catalogued genes Rph13(1), 
Rph20(3), Rph11(1) and Rph3/19(1). In the present study, we identified 15 QTL in total; 5 
co-located with previously identified major effect resistance genes, 6 QTL co-located with 
previously identified QTL for resistance and 4 QTL were novel. Of the 15 QTL detected in 
this study 13 were present in BP1, however only 4 were identified within BP2. This was 
likely due to the reduction in population size from 368 in 2009 to 155 in 2011 as lines with 
susceptible reactions would have been removed from the breeding program. This may 
have also caused a reduction in genetic diversity contributing to the detection of fewer 
QTL. Another contributing factor would have been the increased virulence of the P. hordei 
isolate that was used to screen BP2 as well as the conditions under which the Rph20 gene 
is expressed (Singh et al. 2013). 
 
3.5.1 Association mapping detects pathogen evolution and effects of selection 
During the course of this study a major change in the pathogencity of P. hordei was 
observed (Park 2009). The pathotypes used for leaf rust screening during 2009 changed 
from avirulent to virulent on lines with the Rph3 gene for resistance. Results from the 2009 
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seedling assay (COB2009_Seedling) and the two readings from the Toowoomba field 
nursery (LRF2009_Adult) showed that RphQ14 on 7HL conferred a large portion of the 
resistance observed. However, this QTL was not observed in other leaf rust screenings 
(Table 3.2). Since Rph3 (RphQ14) was used widely as an effective resistance source until 
2009, 182 of 368 (49%) entries in BP1 had the molecular markers associated with Rph3. 
In BP2, 43 of 155 (28%) entries had the Rph3 markers. The change in frequencies was 
most likely caused by the severe leaf rust epiphytotic in 2010, which shifted the BP2 
population toward resistance genes other than Rph3. These observations highlight the 
effectiveness of association mapping to detect changes in pathogencity (as a result of 
selection) and the utility of using specific markers to observe changes in gene frequencies. 
 
One leaf rust resistance gene with a major effect (i.e. Rph15) was introduced 
purposely to the BP2 population. The Rph15 gene is present in a few lines, which is 
reflected in the detection of QTL RphQ6 (near DArT marker bPb-6755), however the LD in 
this region is not adequate to predict Rph15 reaction type based on molecular markers 
alone. A molecular marker platform with increased density (e.g. the DArTseq platform or a 
10K SNP array) might enable detection of Rph15 based on markers alone. 
 
The only known major effect gene detected across all field environments in this 
study is Rph20, which confers moderate resistance to leaf rust as an adult plant and in 
some environments exhibits reduce pustule development on seedlings (Golegaonkar et al. 
2010; Hickey et al. 2011). The QTL RphQ9 is near the region of chromosome 5H where 
Rph20 is located and molecular marker bPb-0837 is diagnostic for the presence of Rph20 
(Hickey et al. 2012). Eighty-nine lines in BP1 (i.e. 23%) had the bPb-0837 marker, but 
adjacent markers suggest that a number of them were heterogeneous. However, 53 lines 
(38%) in BP2 had the bPb-0837 marker. This indicates an increase in the frequency of the 
Rph20 gene and a decrease for Rph3 dictated by the pathotype change and a severe 
epiphytotic during 2010. 
  
3.5.2 Alignment of QTL with those reported in previous studies 
All other QTL for leaf rust resistance identified in this study appear to be environment 
specific. Although RphQ8 was detected in both BP1 and BP2, it was only detected in field 
nurseries conducted at Toowoomba. The pattern of finding significant, but minor effect 
QTL for leaf rust reaction, which are environment specific, has been reported in other 
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studies (Castro et al. 2012; Hickey et al. 2011; Qi et al. 1998; von Korff et al. 2005). Other 
than Rph20, none of the QTL detected in this study seemed to confer a major change in 
the level of leaf rust resistance that was consistent across the two breeding populations. 
For instance, RphQ5 on chromosome 2H was consistently detected across 3 
environments (seedling and adult stage) in 2009, but was not detected for BP2 in 2011. 
Another example is RphQ6, a QTL positioned on chromosome 2H, which was detected in 
two environments in BP2, but was not detected for BP1. As the marker density for whole 
genome profiles is increased and larger numbers of lines are scored, the ability to follow 
the minor QTL in breeding material will improve. As with major effect QTL, changes in 
gene frequencies over time in breeding populations could be determined. 
 
The detection of QTL that appear to be population specific creates challenges for 
utilising these resistance factors in breeding programs. A large number of QTL mapping 
studies (Qi et al. (1998), Hickey et al. (2011), Liu et al. (2011), Castro et al. (2012) and 
Gonzalez et al. (2012)) have investigated the genetic control of resistance to P. hordei 
using sources of resistance that trace back to the parent of Vada; H. laevigatum (Hickey et 
al. 2012). Despite a common source of resistance across mapping populations, the QTL 
identified (and their effects) are highly variable. Different aspects of each genetic study are 
a probable cause, including genetic background, pathotypes, growth stage, methods used 
to quantify levels of resistance, environmental differences, DNA marker systems, mapping 
method etc. Further, in the bi-parental populations, investigations are limited to only two 
segregating alleles at each locus. This has implications when comparing studies because 
populations subject to genetic analysis could be derived from parents that carry the same 
allele at a locus influencing reaction to P. hordei, in which case the resistance allele will 
not be detected and the QTL region will not be identified. Association mapping reduces 
this problem as more genetic diversity can be analysed and there is potential for multiple 
alleles segregating at any one locus. Also, as pointed out by Varshney et al. (2012), 
phenotypic detection of minor effect QTL may occur only when several are combined. 
 
Despite such major differences between mapping studies, it is important to identify 
consistencies where possible. Thus, we have highlighted the regions that appear to align 
with QTL identified in this study by projecting onto our consensus map, the position of QTL 
reported in previous mapping studies (Figure 3.4). 
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Four QTL co-located with the genomic positions of cataloged seedling resistance 
genes Rph1, 3/19, 8/14/15, and 21, located on chromosomes 2H, 4H and 7H, respectively 
(Figure 3.4). It is reassuring to observe this alignment of QTL with well-characterized 
resistance genes because it confirms the accuracy of the association mapping approach. 
Perhaps one of the most promising regions contributing APR is the 6HL QTL (RphQ11), 
which has been reported previously in numerous mapping studies (Castro et al. 2012; 
Gonzalez et al. 2012; Hickey et al. 2011; Qi et al. 1998) and the QTL intervals appear to 
align quite well on the consensus map (Figure 3.4). In the study by Hickey et al. (2011), a 
QTL conferring resistance in the ND24260/Flagship DH population was donated by 
ND24260. The QTL conferred only a low level of resistance alone, but when combined 
with APR gene Rph20, it provided high levels of APR across environments. 
 
3.5.3 Other sources of APR to Puccinia hordei 
DArT marker bPb-0837 is associated strongly to the resistance allele for Rph20 (Hickey et 
al. 2011). Linkage between the marker and the APR phenotype has remained despite 
considerable crossing and recombination in the region for more than 60 years (Hickey et 
al. 2012), and remains the only reported simply inherited gene conferring moderate levels 
of APR to P. hordei. We currently face overexploiting Rph20 via selection and deployment 
of a single resistance factor. This places higher selection pressure on mutations in the 
pathogen population. Prior to identification of the DArT marker associated with Rph20, 
breeders around the world were selecting for resistance to leaf rust based on phenotype. 
This presumably resulted in selection of genotypes carrying Rph20 in combination with 
other minor APR genes. Although Rph20 confers partial resistance, which is regarded as 
pathotype non-specific, pathotype specificity has been reported in numerous APR 
pathosystems (Gonzalez et al. 2012). For example, a number of major genes for APR to 
leaf rust in wheat (Lr12, Lr13, Lr22a and Lr37) are race specific (Park and McIntosh 1994).  
 
The current study identified a small set of 8 lines in BP2 that may carry alternative 
sources of major APR gene(s) or multiple minor APR genes. These lines lack the Rph20 
resistance allele, based on DArT markers, but display moderate to high levels of APR. 
Allelism testing is required to confirm that these resistances are in fact different; however, 
allelism testing for APR genes in not straight forward because APR genes are known to 
interact with genetic backgrounds and expression is influenced by environmental 
conditions. 
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The 3 QTL identified on chromosome 1H (i.e. RphQ1–3) and the QTL on 
chromosome 7H (RphQ13) do not align with any previously reported regions influencing 
reaction to P. hordei, thus they appear to be novel. Of these, RphQ2, RphQ3, and RphQ13 
were detected only at the adult plant stage in the field, however they were not detected in 
BP2 in 2011 (Table 3.2). RphQ8 positioned on chromosome 4H was detected only at the 
adult plant stage and was detected in both BP1 and BP2, but not in all field environments. 
RphQ6 on chromosome 6H was detected only in adult plant tests in BP2, but this region 
likely corresponds with seedling resistance gene Rph15 (Figure 3.4). It is possible that 
breeding lines carrying effective seedling resistance genes (e.g. Rph7, Rph15) may also 
carry genes for APR, but their effects would be masked by the seedling resistance gene. 
As mentioned above, the region of RphQ11 on chromosome 6HL (qRphND) has been 
identified previously in several mapping studies and its effect when coupled with Rph20 
has been validated (Hickey et al. 2011). A number of entries in BP2 lack Rph20, but carry 
weak levels of APR, which were identified via haplotype analysis of the Rph20 region 
(Figure 3.5). These lines could be useful sources of minor APR genes, which when 
combined with Rph20 may provide high levels of resistance across environments.  
 
3.5.4 Future direction 
The QTL detected in this study are relevant to the NRBBP germplasm, thus MAS can be 
implemented immediately to pyramid these genomic regions for durable control of leaf 
rust. Lines carrying desirable gene combinations could be used in backcrossing to other 
germplasm. Unfortunately, transferring a single APR gene into elite breeding material is a 
time consuming process, typically requiring 10 to 20 years. Thus, transferring several APR 
genes at the same time into locally adapted germplasm may be desirable to reduce the 
cost and time associated with their deployment. 
 
Considering APR gene Rph20 confers only a weak level of partial resistance when 
deployed alone, in theory elite breeding lines that carry the Rph20 resistance allele and 
express high levels of resistance likely have other minor APR genes in addition to Rph20. 
Based on knowledge of their genome positions these minor effect genes could be 
manipulated via MAS. We propose utilisation of elite breeding populations for rapid 
discovery and validation of minor APR genes. This approach is less expensive (phenotypic 
data can be collected as part of the breeding process), faster (eliminates need for 
population development), permits high resolution mapping (populations with low LD) and 
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encompasses more genetic diversity than a traditional bi-parental population. Elite 
breeding lines could be selected from crosses fixed for Rph20, but diverse for 
complementary minor APR genes, and used for QTL discovery. A targeted approach such 
as this would deliver relevant information to breeders who can pass the benefits to barley 
growers via new cultivars possessing high levels of APR to P. hordei. 
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 3.7 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Principle component analysis summary of breeding populations used in this study. Breeding 
population 1 (BP1; 2009) across three environments, consisting of a total of 368 genotypes. Breeding 
population 2 (BP2; 2011) across four environments and consisting of a total of 155 genotypes. 
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Figure 3.2. Distribution of disease response to P. hordei in breeding population 1 (BP1; 2009) environments 
and breeding population 2 (BP2; 2011) environments assessed for seedling and adult plant resistance. 
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Figure 3.3 (a) Biplots from principle component analysis (PCA) using phenotype data for reaction to P. hordei for all lines in breeding population 1 (BP1), assessed 
for adult plant response in the field at Cobbitty 2009 (COB2009_Adult) and Toowoomba 2009 (LRF2009_Adult), and seedling response at Cobbitty 2009 
(COB2009_Seedling). (b) Biplots from PCA using phenotype data for reaction to P. hordei for all lines in breeding population 2 (BP2), assessed for adult plant 
response in the field at Cobbitty 2011 (COB2011_Adult) and Toowoomba 2011 (LRF2011_Adult), and seedling response at Cobbitty 2011 (COB2011_Seedling) and 
Warwick 2011 (HRF2011_Seedling). The correlation between the trials can be found by assessing the direction and angle between the arrow vectors. Close arrows 
in the same direction indicate high correlation between trials.
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Figure 3.4. Genomic regions for reaction to leaf rust identified from association mapping using elite breeding 
lines from the Northern Region Barley Breeding (NRBB) Program in Australia and projection of QTL reported 
in previous mapping studies. The key depicts the 9 QTL studies displayed on the consensus map; colours 
indicate the different discovery studies as well as the association mapping performed in this study. For 
graphical display purposes, if the QTL confidence interval (CI) was less than 4cM or the QTL was based on 
a single marker only, a CI of 4cM was used. 
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Figure 3.5. Hierarchical Neighbor-Joining tree displaying results from diversity analysis of the Rph20 region 
in breeding population 2 (BP2) using 10 DArT markers spanning the 11.8 cM region (i.e. 21.2–33.0 cM) on 
Chromosome 5HS. DArT marker haplotypes are displayed for key standards and clusters of lines. The two 
DArT markers critical for expression of Rph20; bPb-0837 (26.29 cM) and bPb0292 (26.36 cM) are circled 
red. Lines indicated by nodes, were classed according to four phenotypic categories, including 1) seedling 
resistance, 2) moderate-high levels of APR, 3) weak APR, and 4) susceptible. 
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 3.8 Tables 
Table 3.1. Summary of number of environments, genotypes and markers used in this study.  
 
Breeding population Year Environments Total genotypes No. of DArT markers polymorphic 
1 2009 3 368 1,411 
2 2011 4 155 1,159 
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Table 3.2. Summary of the 15 leaf rust QTL reaction detected in in BP1 (2009) and BP2 (2011) at two developmental stages; APR (Adult) and seedling stage.  
QTL 
Name 
Chr. 
Marker 
Name 
Co-located Rph  
gene 
Position DArT 
map (cM)
a
 
COB2009 
Seedling 
b
 
LRF2009 Adult 
b, c
 
Reading 1 
LRF2009 Adult 
b, c
 
Reading 2 
COB2009 
Adult 
b, c
 
HRF2011 
Seedling 
c
 
COB2011 
Seedling 
c
 
LRF2011 
Adult 
c
 
COB2011 
Adult 
c
 
RphQ1 1H bPb-3117 
d 
32.4 NS
1
 2.17 * 1.83 * NS NA
2
 NA NA NA 
RphQ2 1H bPb-4793 
d 
39.7 2.98 * NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
RphQ3 1H bPb-2565 
d 
165.2 NS NS 1.90 * NS NA NA NA NA 
RphQ4 1H bPb-8308 
e 
188.5 3.08 * NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
RphQ5 2H bPb-2279 Rph1 12 NS NS NS 1.68 * NS NS NS NS 
  bPb-7445  21.7 2.49 * 1.81 * NS NS NS NS NS NS 
RphQ6 2H bPb-6755 Rph8/14/15 42.8 NS NS NS NS NS NS 2.56 ** 2.07 * 
  bPb-9682  43.9 NS NS NS NS NS NS 2.33 * NS 
  bPb-4261  43.9 NS NS NS NS NS NS 2.33 * NS 
RphQ7 2H bPb-9925 
e 
73.4 NS NS NS NS 2.65 * NS 2.00 * NS 
RphQ8 4H bPb-3809 Rph21 120.8 NS NS NS NS 1.56 * NS 1.93 * NS 
  bPb-9440  128.9 NS NS 1.62 * NS NA NA NA NA 
RphQ9 5H bPb-8580 Rph20 20.7 NS NS NS NS NS NS 1.85 * NS 
  bPb-1084  25.3 NS NS NS NS NS NS 3.21 *** 2.11 * 
  bPb-33276  25.4 NS NS NS NS NS NS 2.41 ** 2.77 ** 
  bPb-47406  25.4 NS NS NS 1.68 * NS NS 2.77 ** NS 
  bPb-4814  25.5 NS NS NS 1.87 * NA NA NA NA 
  bPb-0292  26.4 NA NA NA NA NS NS 3.38 *** NS 
  bPb-0837  26.7 NS 1.87 * 2.65 *** 2.61 ** 3.10 * NS 3.10 *** NS 
  bPb-8572  28.2 NS NS NS 1.68 * NS NS 2.56 ** NS 
  bPb-2460  31 NS NS NS NS NS NS 2.31 * NS 
  bPb-8072  31 NS NS NS NS NS NS 2.41 * NS 
RphQ10 5H bPb-6126 
e 
134.1 NS NS 1.78 * NS NS NS NS NS 
RphQ11 6H bPb-3722 
e 
71.6 NS NS 1.68 * NS NS NS NS NS 
  bPb-3744  81.5 NS NS 1.71 * NS NS NS NS NS 
  bPb-0432  100.1 NS NS 1.53 * NS NS NS NS NS 
RphQ12 7H bPb-0398 
e 
19.3 NS NS 1.58 * NS NS NS NS NS 
  bPb-9202 
 
27.7 NS 2.18 ** NS NS NS NS NS NS 
RphQ13 7H bPb-5260 
d 
159.3 NS 1.96 * NS NS NA NA NA NA 
RphQ14 7H bPb-3484 Rph3/19 178.9 NS 2.17 ** NS NS NS NS NS NS 
  bPb-9104  180.3 4.95 *** 1.77 * 1.71 * NS NS NS NS NS 
  bPb-0364  185.4 7.04 *** 6.87 *** 5.99 *** NS NS NS NS NS 
  bPb-1767  185.4 6.93 *** 7.05 *** 5.68 *** NS NS NS NS NS 
  bPb-3145  185.4 7.18 *** 6.46 *** 5.39 *** NS NS NS NS NS 
  bPb-3875  185.4 6.68 *** 6.39 *** 5.65 *** NS NS NS NS NS 
RphQ15 7H bPb-1232 Rph3/19 199.2 2.76 * NS 1.82 * NS NS NS NS NS 
 
Catalogued Rph genes that aligned with QTL detected are presented here. List of all markers significantly associated with reaction to P. hordei in at least one environment. Marker effects are calculated as 
the difference between the allelic effect of the “1” allele minus the effect of the “0” allele. Bold indicates a negative association between leaf rust reaction and the positive DArT allele at each locus, and non-
bold indicates a positive association between leaf rust reaction and the positive DArT allele at each locus NS
1
 no significant data at this location, NA
2
 no data because marker data was missing in this 
population * Significant at the 5 % level ** Significant at 1 % level *** Significant at 0.1 % level––P values were derived from the fixed linear model 
a
 Positioning of marker on the integrated consensus map 
b
 
Pathotype 5453 P+  
c 
Pathotype 5457 P+  
d
 QTL novel to this study 
e
 Alignment with QTL presented in previous mapping study. 
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Chapter 4  - Investigating successive Australian barley breeding populations for 
stable resistance to leaf rust  
 
 4.1 Abstract  
Stable resistance to barley leaf rust (BLR, caused by Puccinia. hordei) was evaluated 
across environments in barley breeding populations (BPs). To identify genomic regions 
that can be combined with Rph20 to improve adult plant resistance (APR), two BPs 
genotyped with the Diversity Arrays Technology genotyping-by-sequencing platform 
(DArT-seq) were examined for reaction to BLR at both seedling and adult growth stages in 
Australian environments. An integrated consensus map comprising both first and second 
generation DArT platforms was used to integrate QTL information across two additional 
BPs, providing a total of four interrelated BPs and 15 phenotypic datasets. This enabled 
identification of key loci underpinning BLR resistance. The APR gene Rph20 was the only 
active resistance region consistently detected across BPs. Of the QTL identified, RphQ27 
on chromosome 6HL was considered the best candidate for pairing with Rph20. RphQ27 
did not align or share proximity with known genes and was detected in three of the four 
BPs. The combination of RphQ27 and Rph20 was of low frequency in the breeding 
material, however, strong resistance responses were observed for the lines carrying this 
pairing. This suggests that the candidate minor gene RphQ27 can interact additively with 
Rph20 to provide stable resistance to BLR across diverse environments 
 4.2 Introduction 
Barley (Hordeum vulgare L) leaf rust (BLR) is a major foliar disease caused by the obligate 
biotroph Puccinia hordei Otth. The disease is capable of causing significant yield losses up 
to 30% in Australia (Cotterill et al. 1992), particularly in cool temperate regions of the world 
where barley is predominantly cultivated (Arnst et al. 1979; Clifford 1985; Feuerstein et al. 
1990). Under experimental conditions, yield losses as high as 60% have been observed in 
susceptible barley cultivars, highlighting the potential losses that can result under 
conditions favourable for disease development (Cotterill et al. 1992; Das et al. 2007). Due 
to the widespread adoption of barley cultivars lacking adequate genetic resistance in 
Australia, BLR occurs in most grain growing regions (Cotterill et al. 1992).  
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Genetic resistance deployed in cereal cultivars is considered the most sustainable 
approach for minimising yield losses caused by airborne foliar diseases such as rust 
pathogens. Loci conferring resistance to P. hordei in barley are given the designation Rph 
(“Reaction to Puccinia hordei”). Since the 1940‟s, 23 Rph loci (i.e. Rph1-23) have been 
characterised, however, a majority of these loci have been overcome by virulent races 
worldwide, raising the need for new and durable sources of resistance (Qi et al. 1998; 
Ordon 2009; Johnston et al. 2013).  
Of the 23 catalogued Rph genes, 21 confer „seedling resistance‟, which is typically 
expressed at all stages of plant development and are often associated with a 
hypersensitive response (HR) (Parlevliet and van Ommeran 1975). Underlying seedling 
resistance is typically a single „major‟ effect gene that often exhibits pathotype specific 
responses. Such resistance factors providing a single genetic barrier to the pathogen, are 
thus rapidly overcome, and therefore lack durability (Jin and Steffenson 1994; Parlevliet 
2002). The remaining two loci: Rph20 (Hickey et al. 2011) and Rph23 (Singh et al. 2015) 
confer adult plant resistance (APR) to BLR. APR is typically defined as a quantitative or 
partial resistance that is best expressed at adult plant growth stages (Ellis et al. 2014). 
Detailed studies of APR in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) have shown single APR genes 
often confer only low levels of resistance that can be ineffective under high disease 
pressure, however  combining multiple APR genes provides high levels of resistance 
(Singh et al. 2011). It has been demonstrated that such additivity also occurs in barley for 
resistance to P. hordei (Singh et al. 2015). Stacking resistance genes in a cultivar provides 
multiple genetic barriers, making it more difficult for the pathogen to overcome, thus 
polygenic APR is considered a potentially durable disease control option (Parlevliet 2002). 
APR genes typically confer a partial compatible infection type (IT), decreasing disease 
severity by reducing infection frequency and/or extending the latent period (Parlevliet 
1975, 1976). While APR genes are preferred for durability, seedling genes can still play a 
role in achieving stable resistance. For instance, studies of rust resistance in wheat have 
shown that APR in combination with major resistance genes can provide durable 
resistance (McIntosh 1992).  
A severe leaf rust epiphytotic in eastern Australia in 2010 was in part the 
consequence of a new pathotype (5457P+) with virulence for Rph3 (Park 2010; Park and 
Williams 2011). The epidemic not only had a major impact on barley production, but also 
rendered a large portion of elite breeding material susceptible. This highlighted the need to 
move away from reliance on seedling resistance genes. Currently, only seven seedling 
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genes (Rph7, Rph11, Rph14, Rph15, Rph18, Rph21 and Rph22) and two APR genes 
(Rph20 and Rph23) are effective in Australia (Sandhu et al. 2014; Park et al. 2015). 
Introduction and selection for APR in breeding programs is difficult due to the polygenic 
nature of the trait (Johnston et al. 2013; Singh et al. 2000). Conventional breeding 
methods can transfer multiple minor genes into elite germplasm; however this is reliant on 
precise phenotyping, which is both time consuming and dependant on access to reliable 
field screening nurseries (Parlevliet and Kuiper 1985). Ideally, APR genes would be 
combined via marker-assisted selection (MAS) reducing dependence on precise 
phenotyping (Sun et al. 2010). Implementing such a strategy requires identification of APR 
loci, along with closely linked or associated DNA markers.  
The characterisation and marker development for the APR gene Rph20 (Hickey et 
al. 2011) has enabled MAS for APR in breeding programs. Although Rph20 has 
contributed APR to P. hordei for more than 60 years (Hickey et al. 2012), it was 
traditionally selected by barley breeders based on phenotype. It may have been selected 
in combination with other genes that enhance resistance levels. With the development of 
diagnostic DNA markers, we now run the risk of overexploiting Rph20 via deployment of 
the gene in isolation. Furthermore, the deployment of Rph20 alone provides only a weak 
level of resistance, which is highly variable across genetic backgrounds and environments 
(Hickey et al. 2011). Temperature is considered a key factor influencing expression of 
Rph20 (Hickey et al. 2011; Singh et al. 2013). This highlights the need to identify additional 
genetic factors that could be combined with Rph20 to achieve more stable resistance.  
This study aimed to identify genomic regions that can be combined with Rph20 to 
provide more stable resistance to BLR across environments. This research builds on 
previous work in which two BPs representative of the northern region barley breeding 
program (NRBBP) based in Queensland, Australia, were examined for reaction to P. 
hordei at both seedling and adult growth stages in Australian environments. Here we 
perform genome-wide association studies for two additional BPs. The QTL information 
was integrated across the four interrelated BPs and 15 phenotypic datasets to identify key 
loci for resistance to BLR across multiple environments.  
 4.3 Materials and Methods 
4.3.1 Breeding germplasm  
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The BPs evaluated in this study consisted of two-rowed spring barley breeding lines, 
parental lines and a small set of Australian cultivars. These lines are representative of the 
northern region barley breeding program (NRBBP) based at the Hermitage Research 
Facility, Warwick, Queensland, Australia. The parental germplasm was obtained from 
different geographic origins (Australia, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Ecuador, England, 
Germany, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Syria, Uruguay and the United States) and 
represented F3:5 lines spanning four years of Stage 2 (the second year of disease and 
yield evaluations) trials conducted in 2009, 2011, 2012 and 2013. This genetic resource 
evolved seasonally based on reactions from field screening nurseries inoculated with four 
foliar pathogens: P. hordei (leaf rust), Blumeria graminis (powdery mildew) and 
Pyrenophora teres Drechs. f. teres and P. teres. f. maculata Smedeg. (net and spot forms 
of net blotch). Selection was also based on heading date, plant height, plot appearance 
and yield. As the individuals from the four breeding populations were all derived from a 
single breeding programme, they have high levels of relatedness and shared parentage. 
Previous research was performed on selected lines from the 2009 and 2011 
germplasm and referred to as breeding population 1 (BP1) and breeding population 2 
(BP2), respectively (Ziems et al. 2014). The BPs phenotyped and genotyped in this study 
include breeding population 3 (BP3) consisting of 157 lines selected from 2012 material, 
and breeding population 4 (BP4) consisting of 257 lines selected from trials conducted in 
2013. A total of 376 unique lines were present across BP3 and BP4, as a small portion of 
lines overlap (Table 4.1).  
 
4.3.2 Pathogen materials 
BP3 and BP4 were assessed for resistance to P. hordei using pathotype 5457P+, which is 
virulent for Rph1, Rph2, Rph3, Rph4, Rph6, Rph9, Rph10, Rph12 and Rph19 (Park 2009; 
Park and Williams 2011). The pathotype present in field nurseries was confirmed by 
testing samples from infected leaves of susceptible breeding lines. 
4.3.3 Seedling assessment  
BP3 was characterised for seedling resistance under controlled environment at the Leslie 
Research Facility, Toowoomba, Queensland Australia in 2012 (i.e. LRF2012_Seedling). 
BP4 was assessed for disease response at the seedling stage in 2013 at the Plant 
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Breeding Institute (PBI) Cobbitty, University of Sydney, New South Wales, Australia (i.e. 
COB2013_Seedling) and Hermitage Research Facility, Warwick, Queensland, Australia 
(i.e. HRF2013_Seedling). Seedlings were grown in pots in the glasshouse and inoculated 
with the P. hordei isolate, as per Park and Karakousis (2002). Post-inoculation, pots were 
returned to the greenhouse maintained at 20–250C, where disease developed and plants 
were assessed for reaction to P. hordei 10–11 days later. Disease IT was recorded using 
the 0–4 scale (McIntosh 1992; Park and Karakousis 2002), where 0 is immune and >3 (3+ 
and above) is considered susceptible. 
4.3.4 Field assessment  
BP3 was assessed at the adult plant stage (post spike emergence) for reaction to P. 
hordei at two field sites in Australia in 2012; the Leslie Research Facility, Toowoomba, 
Queensland, Australia (i.e. LRF2012_Adult) and at PBI, University of Sydney, New South 
Wales, Australia (i.e. COB2012_Adult). BP4 was assessed for resistance at the adult 
stage at the same field sites in 2013 (i.e. LRF2013_Adult and COB2013_Adult). 
All entries were sown as hill plots of 15 to 20 seeds in rows 0.75 m apart with 0.50 
m within-row spacing. Each pair of treatment rows was separated from the preceding pair 
by a row of a very susceptible spreader, the cultivar „Gus‟ (PI 494521). The nurseries were 
artificially inoculated with P. hordei urediniospores and epiphytotics were promoted with 
sprinkler irrigation when weather conditions were favourable. When epiphytotics were 
sufficiently developed, disease was assessed on a whole plot basis. Scoring at both LRF 
sites used a 0–9 scale (McNeal 1971), where 0 is immune and 9 is very susceptible. 
Assessment at the COB sites estimated the percentage of leaf area infected as well as 
leaf tissue reaction type (i.e. R; resistant, MR; moderately resistant, MS; moderately 
susceptible, S; susceptible).  
4.3.5 Phenotypic data curation 
Data for lines displaying a heterogeneous disease response were assigned missing 
values. The seedling data sets (LRF2010_Seedling, COB2013_Seedling and 
HRF2013_Seedling) were converted from the 0–4 scale to the 0–9 scale, and 
COB2012_adult and COB2013_adult scores were used to calculate coefficient of infection 
(COI; score/100) which was converted to 0–9 scale (Ziems et al. 2014). This conversion of 
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all datasets to the same scale was required for comparison throughout analysis. A 
summary of the number of genotypes, number of polymorphic markers and environments 
investigated across all four BPs is provided in Table 4.1.  
4.3.6 Phenotypic analysis 
The disease response for each line obtained in each environment was used to generate 
frequency distributions for BP3 and BP4 in Sigma Plot v.17. Trends between resistance 
levels expressed across environments was investigated via principal component analysis 
and results displayed as biplots in GenStatl v.16 (VSN International).  
4.3.7 Genotyping and filtering for quality markers 
Genomic DNA was extracted from young leaf tissue sourced from seed representing each 
S2 line using the protocol recommended by Diversity Arrays Technology 
(www.diversityarrays.com). A total of 376 lines (157 in BP3 and 257 in BP4, with 38 
common in both) were genotyped with DArT-seq markers using the Barley GBS 1.0 
platform, which returned 40,078 polymorphic silicoDArT markers. Data was curated by 
removing poor quality markers. The major source of marker reduction came from 
excluding those without mapped positions in the consensus map (40.68%). Markers with 
minor allele frequencies (MAF) <1% and those that failed to provide information (i.e. 
missing) for >15% of the lines in BP3 and BP4 were also removed. A total of 15,385 
unique DArT-seq markers were used across the two populations, with map positions 
based on the DArT-seq consensus map and physical positions based on the barley 
reference genome (Consortium IBGS 2012).  
4.3.8 Construction of an integrated consensus map 
Supplementary data provided by DArT allowed alignment across the old DArT platform 
and the new DArT-seq (GBS) platform. DArT markers were projected onto the DArT-seq 
consensus map using bridge markers following the projection strategy detailed in Mace et 
al. (2009). This maximised the number of DArT and DArT-seq markers located on a single 
reference map. This further allowed the integration of Rph genes with known positions, 
QTL from BP1 and BP2, and QTL from the following mapping studies: Castro et al. (2012); 
Gonzalez et al. (2012); Hickey et al. (2011); Kicherer et al. (2000); Liu et al. (2011); Marcel 
et al. (2007); Qi et al. (1998); von Korff et al. (2005). 
COB2012_Adult 
COB2012_Adult 
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4.3.9 Association mapping and QTL Designation 
Genome wide association analyses were carried out on BP3 and BP4 environments using 
GenStat v.16 (VSN International). Similarity matrixes were constructed using Flapjack 
1.14.03.17 (Milne et al. 2010) and used to approximate kinship and account for genetic 
relatedness due to population sub-structure. A threshold of (−log10 p ≥ 3) was set to 
identify significant marker-trait associations. Significantly associated markers positioned 
within 5 cM of each other on the DArT-seq consensus map were considered the same 
QTL region. Known genes, QTL detected across the four BPs and previous mapping 
studies were visualised on the DArT-seq consensus map using Mapchart 2.2 
(Wageningen UR). The most strongly associated marker is referred to as the „peak‟ of the 
QTL. The allele for resistance (phase) was determined for each QTL based on marker 
effects. Genotypes positive for the phase associated with resistance were deemed to carry 
the QTL of interest and the frequency of lines carrying each QTL was estimated using this 
information.  
4.3.10 Frequency of Rph20 in BP4  
Frequency distributions displaying the phenotypic response of BP4 lines carrying RphQ23 
(i.e. +Rph20.ai) and those lines lacking RphQ23 (-Rph20.ai) were plotted for both field 
environments (LRF2013_Adult and COB2013_Adult). Genotypes that displayed a 
hypersensitive response to P. hordei at the seedling stage (<6 on the 0–9 scale) in the 
COB2013_Seedling environment were removed from the analyses for more reliable APR 
detection and to investigate the phenotypic effect of Rph20 in the two distinct 
environmental conditions. This approach could not be applied to BP3 as only seedling data 
was available from LRF2012_Seedling, where the environmental conditions were 
conducive for early detection of APR at the seedling stage.   
4.3.11 Temperature data 
Minimum and maximum daily temperature data were obtained from the Australian 
Government Bureau of Metrology for the period 1st September to 30th November 2013. 
The weather stations were located nearby to field sites at Cobbitty and Toowoomba.  
 4.4 Results 
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4.4.1 Variation in leaf rust response across environments 
The disease response for entries in BP3 (2012) ranged from 1–9 in the seedling assay 
performed at Toowoomba (LRF2012_Seedling) and the field screening nursery at Cobbitty 
(COB2012_Adult), whereas disease response at the Toowoomba field site 
(LRF2012_Adult) ranged from 4–9 (Figure 4.1). Entries in BP4 (2013) displayed disease 
response ranging from 1–8 in the seedling assay performed at Cobbitty 
(COB2013_Seedling), 2–9 in the Hermitage seedling assay (HRF2013_Seedling), 1–9 in 
the field screening nursery at Cobbitty (COB2013_Adult) and 3–9 at the field screening 
nursery at Toowoomba (LRF2013_Adult) (Figure 4.1).  
The mean disease response for BP3 in the seedling assay at Toowoomba 
(LRF2012_Seedling) was 5.3 and means obtained in the field environments at Cobbitty 
(COB2012_Adult) and Toowoomba (LRF2012_Adult) were 4.4 and 6.5, respectively. For 
BP4 the mean disease responses in the seedling assays were 6.6 at Cobbitty 
(COB2013_Seedling) and 5.5 at Warwick (HRF2011_Seedling). When BP4 was assessed 
in the field at Cobbitty (COB2013_Adult) the mean disease response was 4.1 and in the 
Toowoomba field environment (LRF2013_Adult) a mean of 5.0 was observed (Figure 4.1).  
The disease response in the field was highly correlated across environments and 
years (Figure 4.2A and Figure 4.2B).  Overall, the disease response observed at the 
seedling stage was correlated across BPs and environments, however it was observed 
that COB2013_Seedling showed a weaker correlation with the field environments than 
LRF2012_Seedling and HRF2013_Seedling (Figure 4.2B). Only a single seedling site was 
available for BP3, which showed the same trend between the two field sites and a weak 
correlation with LRC2012_Seedling (data not presented). The heritability of disease 
response was calculated using LRF2012_Adult and LRF2013_Adult representing BP3 and 
BP4 respectively as heritabilities could not be estimated for environments where 
unreplicated experiments were conducted. The estimated heritability of the trait across 
years was 0.77, this, along with the strong correlations across environments and 
consistent use of the 5457P+ pathotype indicated a high degree of repeatability.  
 
4.4.2 Map integration 
The DArT-seq consensus map allowed positioning of 15,395 reliable DArT-seq markers for 
the BP3 and BP4 datasets providing an average marker density of 15.6 (markers/cM) 
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across the genome. A total of 1,182 markers from the „old‟ DArT marker platform were 
used to position QTL previously detected in BP1 and BP2 on the new DArT-seq map 
(Ziems et al. 2014). In addition to these regions, QTL collated from previous BLR mapping 
studies were projected onto the consensus map. Through integration of QTL identified in 
BP1 and BP2 the QTL RphQ13, 14 and 15 were positioned within 5 cM on the DArT-seq 
consensus map and therefore were deemed a single QTL region and renamed 
RphQ13/14/15. Conversely, following projection onto the DArT-seq map the markers that 
formed the QTL RphQ11 were no longer positioned close enough to form a single QTL 
and were re-designated as two distinct QTL: RphQ11a and RphQ11b.  
4.4.3 Genomic regions influencing rust resistance 
Association analysis for resistance to P. hordei in BP3 and BP4 detected a total of 13 QTL 
across the seven environments. BLR QTL were detected on chromosomes 1H, 2H, 3H, 
5H, 6H and 7H (Table 4.2; Figure 4.3). Six QTL co-located with genomic regions 
previously reported in BP1 and BP2, including; RphQ18, 19, 20, 23, 27 and 28. Five QTL 
co-located with the genomic positions of cataloged resistance genes Rph8/14/15/16, 5/6, 
20, 2 and 3; located on chromosomes 2H (i.e. RphQ20), 3H (i.e. RphQ21) and 5H (i.e. 
RphQ23 and RphQ24) and 7H (i.e. RphQ28), respectively. Four QTL (RphQ16, 17, 22 and 
26) did not align with characterized genes or QTL reported in previous studies, thus were 
considered novel (Table 4.2). 
All QTL were detected at the seedling stage in at least one assay. RphQ17 was the 
only QTL not detected at the adult plant stage in any field experiment. Six of the 13 QTL 
were detected in BP3 (RphQ16, 17, 18, 22, 23, and 27) and one QTL was specific to BP3 
(RphQ25). Nine QTL were detected in both BP3 and BP4; RphQ16, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 26, 
27, 28, all were detected at both growth stages. Four QTL were specific to BP4, including 
RphQ17, 21,22 and 28. 
 RphQ23 on 5H (12.01–15.71 cM) was the only QTL consistently detected 
across all four BPs (i.e. 12/15 environments; Table 4.2). Notably, this genomic interval 
corresponds with catalogued APR gene, Rph20. The peak marker in the region was 
3985654 at 15.56 cM, where presence of the marker allele “1” was associated with 
resistance. Based on this marker, the allele for resistance at Rph20 (RphQ23) was 
detected in 170 of 377 lines in BP3 and BP4 (~45%).  
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4.4.4 Identifying the best candidate to enhance Rph20-based resistance  
To identify a good candidate QTL for combining with Rph20, the following criteria were 
applied in this study. Firstly, the QTL did not align with known Rph genes and could be 
detected in at least one field environment. This narrowed the QTL of interest down to 
RphQ16, 17, 19, 22, 25, 26 and 27. Next, we looked for QTL that were detected 
consistently across more than one study, narrowing the candidates to RphQ19, 25 and 27. 
Of these, RphQ19 and RphQ25 were in close proximity to known genes. As RphQ25 was 
in close proximity to Rph9/12 and only detected in a single BP, the QTL was excluded. 
RphQ19 was positioned on chromosome 2H about 10 cM distal from the Rph14 locus. 
Despite this, investigation of the haplotype associated with the RphQ19 region in BP4 
revealed the QTL was not associated with a highly resistant adult plant reaction, which is 
typical of Rph14. Therefore RphQ19 is not the Rph14 locus. Notably, RphQ19 was 
detected in BP3 and BP4, and also co-located with two distinct QTL in BP1 and BP2, and 
was reported in three other mapping studies. RphQ27, positioned at 55.52–56.41 cM on 
chromosome 6H (6H bin 06), was detected in three BPs and showed alignment with eight 
previously identified QTL reported in four independent studies (Table 4.2). Furthermore, 
the nearest cataloged Rph gene was positioned more than 60 cM away from RphQ27. 
Based on these results, RphQ19 and RphQ27 were considered good candidate QTL for 
pairing with APR gene Rph20. Due to the overwhelming alignment of the QTL with 
previous studies and the relatively small genomic interval (only 0.89 cM compared to 20.75 
cM), the RphQ27 region was selected as the best QTL candidate in this study. 
As RphQ27 was detected at the adult stage in COB2012_Adult the allele is best 
assessed within BP3, where 105 lines possessed both peak marker data and phenotypic 
information for both 2012 field sites. The mean disease response of the 15 lines positive 
for the RphQ27 phase for resistance at COB2012_Adult was 4.5 (ranging from 1.0-9.0) 
and 6.7 at LRF2012_Adult (ranging from 4.5-9.0). There was a total of 39 lines that were 
positive for the Rph20 allele, the mean disease response of this set at the COB2012_Adult 
site was a highly resistant value of 2.0 (ranging from 1.0-5.5) and 5.2 (ranging from 3.5-
7.5) at LRF2012_Adult. Remaining lines that lacked both of these regions (n=47) were 
also assessed for phenotypic response. In the COB2012_Adult environment these lines 
provided a mean of 6.7 (ranging from 1.0-9.0) and for the LRC2012_Adult a mean of 7.6 
(ranging from 4.0-9.0) was observed. The presence of both Rph20 and RphQ27 occurred 
at a low frequency. Only four lines carried this gene combination and displayed a highly 
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resistant response in the 2012 field environments. In the COB2012_Adult environment all 
four lines consistently scored a disease response of 2.0, whereas in the LRC2012_Adult 
environment scores ranged from 4.5-6.0. Although the responses were resistant the 
sample is not large enough to quantify the potential additive effect of both genes. 
4.4.5 Investigating the stability of Rph20-based resistance across environments 
To estimate the effect of APR loci, it was important to exclude lines that carried seedling 
resistance. BP4 was used to investigate the phenotypic effects of Rph20 as seedling 
response data from COB2013_Seedling was available to identify and eliminate 65 HR 
lines. The LRF2012_Seedling data could not be used for this purpose as environmental 
conditions for seedling assays performed at LRF were indicative for early expression of 
APR. Analysis of the BP4 subset revealed that the distribution of lines carrying Rph20 was 
strongly skewed towards resistance across both BP4 field environments (Figure 4.4). 
However, a number of lines carrying Rph20 also displayed susceptibility, with disease 
response up to 9.0 at COB2013_Adult (n=179) and 8.0 at LRF2013_Adult (n=166) (Figure 
4.4). The distribution of lines lacking Rph20 was skewed towards susceptibility at 
COB2013_Adult (n=84), however a bi-modal distribution was observed at LRF2013_Adult 
(n=82; Figure 4.4). This variation in phenotypes within environments indicates the possible 
presence of additional APR genes and/or variation in expression levels of Rph20-based 
resistance across the two sites.  
4.4.6 Temperature differences across field sites 
To investigate temperature as a possible effect on APR levels observed in 2013, weather 
data was compared for the two field sites (Table 4.3; Figure 4.5). Overall, the average 
maximum temperature was similar at both sites, but the average minimum temperature 
was lower at Cobbitty (9.5oC) compared to Toowoomba (13.4oC). Notably, higher levels of 
Rph20 APR were observed at Cobbitty, which experienced lower minimum temperatures 
(Figure 4.4). Disease assessment at both sites was performed during October. For this 
month, the difference in average minimum temperature across the two sites was 4.5oC 
(Table 4.3). During October the lowest minimum temperature at Cobbitty was lower 
(2.7oC) in comparison to Toowoomba (7.0oC) (Figure 4.5). As expected, there was an 
increasing trend in minimum and maximum temperatures through the spring period 
(September–November) approaching summer. 
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 4.5 Discussion 
The goal of this study was to identify genomic regions that can be combined with the 
known APR gene Rph20 to provide stable resistance to BLR across diverse environments. 
We aimed to identify novel sources of partial resistance to be recommended for 
characterisation and ultimately incorporated into locally adapted cultivars to enhance 
durability of BLR resistance. This study builds on available information for genomic regions 
harbouring BLR resistance genes and explores the potential of RphQ27 as a candidate 
minor gene. 
This study investigated successive barley BPs for genomic regions associated with 
BLR resistance across multiple environments. Association mapping (AM) performed here 
on BP3 and BP4 across seven distinct environments identified a total of 13 QTL. Of the 
QTL identified; five co-located with catalogued resistance genes, six co-located with 
regions for BLR resistance reported in the eight previous studies, and four were 
considered novel. Of the 13 QTL detected in the present study six co-located with those 
identified in the AM performed on the preceding BPs (Ziems et al. 2014). Although there is 
a small overlap of genotypes across populations, the BPs evolved seasonally due to 
selection of lines based on their resistance to four foliar pathogens in separate field 
screening nurseries. Given the fluctuating frequency of alleles, different QTL were 
expected across the populations. Interestingly, of the six consistently detected QTL, only 
one aligned with an active resistance region, the APR gene Rph20. This APR gene was 
detected in all four breeding populations, presenting this resource as ideal for exploring 
genomic and environmental interactions. The APR gene Rph23 was not detected in any of 
the BPs, most likely due to the low level of resistance it confers. Of the QTL identified, 
RphQ27 was considered the best candidate for pairing with Rph20 in hopes of enhancing 
the effectiveness of this APR gene which is heavily relied upon in barley programs.  
RphQ27 was recognised as the most promising resistance locus as it: did not align 
or share proximity with known Rph genes, was detected in three of four BPs, was mapped 
to a narrow genomic interval, and showed excellent alignment with eight previously 
identified QTL. The identification of the RphQ27 region across the six independent studies 
emphasised the presence of a detectable and uncharacterised BLR resistance. The 
phenotypic effects of this candidate and the APR gene Rph20 were investigated in the 
2012 Cobbitty and Toowoomba environments where the QTL was identified. The Rph20 
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gene greatly reduced mean disease response in both environments; and the RphQ27 
region provided a weaker effect that contributed to resistance. The combination of RphQ27 
and Rph20 was of low frequency, however strong levels of resistance were observed for 
all lines carrying this pairing in both environments. These results suggest that this pairing 
may achieve enhanced levels of Rph20-based APR. Another promising QTL for further 
investigation is RphQ19 positioned on chromosome 2H, as it co-located with two distinct 
QTL in BP1 and BP2, and was reported in three other mapping studies. 
Additive effects of APR to leaf rust were initially described in wheat (Triticum 
aestivum) by Singh et al. (1998). Similar to what was observed here, it was reported that 
the presence of the single partial resistance gene Lr46 did not provide adequate protection 
under high disease pressure. However, when present in combination with the APR gene 
Lr34 adequate resistance levels were achieved (Singh et al. 1998). Four barley cultivars 
have been reported to possess both known APR genes, Rph20 and Rph23, and display 
very high levels of APR under field conditions, suggesting these regions combine 
additively (Dracatos et al. 2015; Singh et al. 2015). 
The Singh et al. (2015) study indicated that the resistance region corresponding to 
RphQ27 is likely the same region underlying previously reported QTL on chromosome 6H 
in three distinct studies; qRphND (Hickey et al. 2011), Rphq3 (Qi et al. 1998) and qRph-
Yer2-6H (Singh et al. 2015). Consistent with our findings, these studies observed that this 
region conferred only a low level of resistance. Hickey et al. (2011) and Singh et al. (2015) 
investigated the effects of pairing this QTL with known APR genes. The Hickey et al. 
(2011) study demonstrated that of the 310 DH lines investigated, those carrying the 6H 
region in addition to Rph20 achieved the highest level of APR. Further, Singh et al. (2015) 
reported that Rph23 only displayed a moderately susceptible reaction in the field, however 
when combined with the 6H QTL, BLR severity was reduced by 30%, indicating that these 
genes have an additive interaction.  
Hickey et al. (2011) suggested that Rph20 and the 6H region are best observed 
under low disease pressures and displayed additive effects as described in wheat (Singh 
et al. 2000). In this study the disease responses of lines positive versus negative for 
Rph20 were assessed in both the Toowoomba and Cobbitty field environments. 
Interestingly, the disease response of lines carrying the Rph20 allele showed variable 
responses between the two environments. Since the same pathotype and plant material 
were used at both sites the differences were likely due to temperature or light influence. 
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There is evidence that cool/mild temperatures are more favourable for the expression of 
leaf rust resistance in both wheat and barley (Dyck and Johnson 1983; Hickey et al. 2011; 
Kaul and Shaner 1989; Singh et al. 2013). Field experiments conducted with wheat 
demonstrated that when sown at the recommended time the effects of Lr34 and Lr46 in 
reducing leaf rust severity were evident, but when sown late Lr46 and Lr34 were 
ineffective (Lagudah 2011). Under favourable conditions, some APR genes can be 
detected at the seedling stage (Kloppers and Pretorius 1994; Lagudah 2011; Pretorius et 
al. 1984). Rph20 can be identified reliably under greenhouse conditions in 5-week-old 
seedlings under normal temperature conditions (22±2 °C) and is best expressed at cooler 
temperatures (18±2 °C) (Singh et al. 2013). Results obtained in this study are consistent 
with those reported for APR in wheat and in barley seedlings. Stronger APR expression in 
the field was observed in the cooler environment of Cobbitty compared to the warmer site 
of Toowoomba. The accuracy of selection can be compromised by environmental factors 
that influence the expression of APR. For this reason, molecular markers closely linked to 
the APR genes are a highly desirable means of improving the reliability of selection in 
breeding populations.  
This study demonstrates the ability to detect minor effect QTL and to identify 
marker-trait associations in pre-existing populations through AM, however is not sufficient 
to dissect the genetics behind novel APR. While this AM approach is beneficial in the 
breeding material it is not sophisticated enough to dissect the complex genetics that 
control interactions with other genes and with environment. To unravel the genetics of 
complex traits, structured multi-parent populations such as: multi-parent advanced 
generation inter-cross (MAGIC) or nested-association mapping (NAM) should be 
developed (Buckler et al. 2009; Schnaithmann et al. 2014; Varshney and Dubey 2009; Yu 
and Buckler 2006). These strategies overcome the limitations of traditional trait mapping 
and offer new potential to accurately define the genetic basis of complex traits while 
simultaneously facilitating their introgression into desired germplasm. The construction of 
such a population would enable evaluation of diverse sources of resistance as well as 
layering of extensive phenotype data across many sites with the added advantage of 
balanced alleles. With this in mind, the end goal of the research whether it be breeding for 
resistance or dissecting the genetic controls should be considered before selecting the 
structure of the population for assessment. Ideally, APR genes would be combined in elite 
breeding germplasm via MAS reducing dependence on precise phenotyping (Sun et al. 
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2010). Enabling such a strategy requires identification of APR loci, along with closely 
linked or associated DNA markers. 
The evidence suggests that QTL RphQ27 is a reliable and detectable locus for BLR 
resistance. This genomic region is recommended for combining with the known APR gene 
Rph20 to provide stable resistance to BLR across diverse environments. Detecting high 
quality markers linked to the gene should be a priority in order to introgress this genetic 
complex into cultivars and contribute to the durability of APR.  
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 4.7 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1.  Frequency distributions for disease responses to P. hordei in breeding population 3 
(LRF2012_Seedling (a), LRF2012 _Adult (b), COB2012_Adult (c)) and breeding population 4 
(HRF2013_Seedling (d), COB2013_Adult (e) LRF2013_Adult (f), COB2013_Seedling (g)) assessed at 
seedling and adult growth stages for leaf rust response. Population size (n), mean response (μ) and 
standard deviation (σ) for each environment are provided. 
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Figure 4.2. Biplots displaying results from principal component analysis using (a) phenotype data for reaction to P. hordei for all lines in breeding population 4 (BP4), 
assessed for adult plant response in the field at Cobbitty 2013 (COB2013_Adult) and Toowoomba 2013 (LRF2013_Adult) and seedling response at Toowoomba 
2013 (LRF2013_Seedling), and (b) phenotype data for reaction to P. hordei for all lines in breeding population 3 (BP3) and BP4, assessed for adult plant response in 
the field at Cobbitty 2012 and 2013 (COB2012_Adult, COB2013_Adult), Toowoomba 2012 and 2013 (LRF2012_Adult, LRF2013_Adult) and seedling response at 
Toowoomba 2012 (LRF2012_Seedling) Cobbitty 2013 (COB2013_Seedling) and Warwick 2013 (HRF2013_ Seedling) 
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Figure 4.3. Genomic regions for reaction to leaf rust identified from association mapping using four breeding 
populations from the Northern Region Barley Breeding (NRBB) Program in Australia. Breeding population 
(BP) 1 and 2 are depicted in grey and BP3 and 4 in black. Known Rph genes have been positioned on the 
DArT-seq consensus map.
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Figure 4.4. Lines that displayed effects in seedling environments were excluded to observe the disease 
response of lines that show effects at adult plant stage. Disease response scale indicates 1 as the most 
resistant and 9 is the most susceptible response. Lines carrying Rph20 (+) indicated in grey and lacking 
Rph20 (-) displayed in black. Field sites analysed include (a) COB2013_Adult (n=179) and (b) LRF2013Adult 
(n=166).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Mean daily minimum and maximum temperatures during the months of September, October and 
November at field sites Cobbitty (COB2013_Adult) and Toowoomba (LRF2013_Adult) in 2013. Vertical lines 
indicate time of disease assessment at each site.  
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 4.8 Tables 
Table 4.1. Summary of the four barley breeding populations (BPs) evaluated for resistance to leaf rust 
across studies.  
 
Breeding 
population 
Year tested 
Total 
evaluations 
(seedling, field) 
Genotypes 
(Total) 
Genotyping 
platform 
Polymorphic 
markers (no.) 
1 2009 3 (1, 2) 368 DArT 1,411 
2 2011 4 (2, 2) 155 DArT 1,159 
3 2012 3 (1, 2) 157 DArT-seq 15,395 
4 2013 4 (2, 2) 257 DArT-seq 15,395 
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Table 4.2.  Summary of the 13 QTL detected in barley breeding populations 3 (BP3) and 4 (BP4) at adult and seedling growth stage across 7 environments. 
 
 
 
Catalogued Rph genes and previously mapped QTL that aligned with QTL detected are presented here. Marker effects are calculated as the difference between the allelic effect of the “1” allele minus the 
effect of the “0” allele. Bold indicates a negative association between leaf rust reaction and the positive DArT allele at each locus, and non-bold indicates a positive association between leaf rust reaction and 
the positive DArT allele at each locus. Map positions are based on the current physical map. Co-locating – QTL co-locating with known Rph genes, QTL detected in BP1 and BP2, Previous studies, No. 
Number of markers contributing to QTL, Freq. Frequency of QTL presence across total 377 genotypes, Phase – Phase for Resistance, Bins based on peak marker, 
*
Significant at the 5 % level, 
**
 Significant 
at 1 % level, 
***
 Significant at 0.1 % level, 
**** 
Significant at 0.01 % level––P values were derived from the fixed linear model, studies that also detected QTL at this location, Castro et al 2012
a
, Gonzaleaz et al 
2012
b
, Hickey et al 2011
c
, Kicherer et al 2000
d
, Lui et al 2010
e
, Marcel et al 2007
f
, Qi et al 1998 
       
 
  
Seedling 
   
Adult 
   
       
 
  
BP3 BP4 
  
BP3 
 
BP4 
 
QTL 
Name 
Chr. 
bin 
Start Stop 
Co-locating 
genes/QTL 
CI No Freq 
Peak 
marker 
Phase 
LRF 
2012 
COB 
2013 
HRF 
2013  
COB 
2012 
LRF 
2012 
COB 
2013 
LRF 
2013 
RphQ16 1H-08 48.37 54.14 
 
5.77 3 6% 3396972 1 1.99*** 1.31**** NS 
 
1.88** 0.70* NS NS 
RphQ17 1H-13 101.06 107.01 
 
5.95 3 7% 3269402 1 NS 1.18**** 0.64** 
 
NS NS NS NS 
RphQ18 1H-13 116.78 120.31 RphQ3 3.53 5 8% 3665032 1 1.07** 1.12*** 0.89** 
 
NS NS 1.05* NS 
RphQ19 2H-03 8.29 29.04 
RphQ5/6 
d,f,g 
20.7 33 32% 3263289 0 NS 0.41** 0.38** 
 
0.80* 0.49** 1.07**** 0.53**** 
RphQ20 2H-05 36.79 50.92 
Rph8/14/15/1
6 
RphQ7 
a,b,d,h 
14.1 64 13% 3914736 1 2.52**** 2.94**** 1.98**** 
 
2.55**** 1.12**** 1.25*** 0.86**** 
RphQ21 3H-02 14.7 17.49 Rph5/6 2.8 3 10% 3265335 1 NS 1.20**** 0.69** 
 
NS NS 0.87* 0.45* 
RphQ22 3H-14 128.05 131.62 
 
3.6 4 61% 3266025 0 NS 0.59**** 0.40** 
 
NS NS 0.48* 0.30** 
RphQ23 5H-02 6.92 17.92 
Rph20 
RphQ9 
c,e,g 
11 60 48% 3985654 1 0.89*** NS 0.50**  1.66**** 0.85**** 0.95**** 0.48**** 
RphQ24 5H-04 41.56 46.25 Rph2 4.7 4 55% 3397523 0 0.53* NS 0.36* 
 
1.30**** 0.57**** 0.77** 0.36** 
RphQ25 5H-12 131.18 137.22 h 6.0 7 69% 3263837 0 0.96*** NS NS 
 
0.97** 0.49** NS NS 
RphQ26 6H-05 44.94 46.16 
 
1.2 3 6% 3276467 1 1.75*** 1.88**** 1.14*** 
 
1.50* 0.59* NS 0.63* 
RphQ27 6H-06 55.52 56.41 
RphQ11a 
a,b,c,g 
0.9 3 12% 3923192 1 NS 1.06**** NS  0.78* NS NS NS 
RphQ28 7H-11 120.18 125.28 
Rph3 
RphQ13/14/1
5 
5.1 9 53% 3396463 1 NS 0.55*** 0.31* 
 
NS NS NS 0.28* 
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Table 4.3. Average minimum and maximum temperatures during the months of leaf rust development at 
2013 field sites: COB2013_Adult and LRF2013_Adult. 
 
 AV. MAX. Temp (ºc)  AV. MIN. Temp (ºc) 
COB  LRF  COB  LRF 
September 25.3  24.9  7.9  12.5 
October 27.6  26.3  8.6  13.1 
November 26.7  27.6  12.2  14.6 
µ 26.5  26.3  9.5  13.4 
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Chapter 5  - Characterisation of Rph24: A gene conferring adult plant resistance to 
Puccinia hordei in barley 
 5.1 Abstract 
We identified Rph24 as a locus in barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) controlling adult plant 
resistance (APR) to leaf rust, caused by Puccinia hordei. The locus was previously 
reported as a quantitative trait locus in barley line ND24260-1 and named qRphND. We 
crossed ND24260-1 to the leaf rust susceptible cultivar Gus and determined the 
inheritance of resistance in the progeny. For the comparative marker frequency analysis 
(MFA), „resistant‟ and „susceptible‟ tails of the F2 were genotyped with Diversity Arrays 
Technology genotyping-by-sequencing (DArT-Seq) markers. The Rph24 locus was 
positioned at 55.5 cM on chromosome 6H on the DArT-Seq consensus map. Evaluation of 
F2:3 families confirmed that a single locus from ND24260-1 conferred partial resistance. 
The haploblock strongly associated with the Rph24 locus was used to estimate the allele 
frequency in a collection of 282 international barley cultivars. Rph24 was frequently paired 
with APR locus Rph20 in cultivars displaying high levels of APR to leaf rust. The markers 
identified in this study for Rph24 should be useful for marker-assisted selection. 
 5.2 Introduction 
The deployment of genetic resistance is the most economical and sustainable approach to 
control foliar cereal diseases. Barley leaf rust (BLR), caused by Puccinia hordei Otth, is 
arguably the most common and widely distributed disease of barley (Hordeum vulgare L.). 
Although total crop loss has not been solely attributed to BLR epidemics, yield reductions 
of up to 62% have been reported in susceptible cultivars (Castro et al. 2012; Cotterill et al. 
1992). While a limited number of loci conferring resistance to P. hordei (Rph; „reaction to 
P. hordei‟) are currently utilised in breeding material (Park et al. 2015; Sandhu et al. 2014), 
their durability, diversity, and effectiveness need to be better understood if genetic 
resistance is to continue as a viable control option (Golan et al. 1978; Niks et al. 2000).  
Resistance to rust diseases is divided into seedling and adult plant (APR) (Parlevliet 
and Vanommeren 1975). Seedling resistance is conferred by genes of major effect. It is 
typically expressed at all stages of plant development, often associated with an immune or 
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hypersensitive response (HR) and generally race-specific in nature (Parlevliet and van 
Ommeran 1975). APR is typically defined by susceptibility at the seedling stage and 
resistance at the adult plant stage. APR is often conferred by multiple genes with minor 
effect on the resistance phenotype, and are typically race non-specific. APR genes are 
considered partial or „slow rusting‟ resistance genes. Partial resistance genes influence 
disease parameters such as infection frequency, pustule size, and latent period, thus 
restricting but not completely excluding the pathogen (Qi et al. 1999). Rph genes 
conferring APR often provide inadequate levels of resistance when deployed alone, 
however the additive and/or epistatic effects of multiple resistance genes has been known 
to provide stable resistance (Hickey et al. 2011; Marcel et al. 2007; Qi et al. 1999).  
To date, 23 loci conferring resistance to P. hordei have been formally identified from 
cultivated barley and its wild relatives H. vulgare subsp. spontaneum, and H. bulbosum. 
Seedling resistance genes account for 21 of these (Rph1 to Rph19, Rph21 and Rph22) 
leaving two APR genes: Rph20 and Rph23 (Hickey et al. 2011; Park 2003, 2008; Sandhu 
et al. 2012; Singh et al. 2015). Currently, only six seedling resistance genes (Rph7, 
Rph11, Rph14, Rph15, Rph18, and Rph21) and the two known APR genes (Rph20 and 
Rph23) are effective in Australia (Park et al. 2015; Sandhu et al. 2014). The inheritance of 
APR genes is often complex due to the polygenic nature of the trait hence their integration 
into breeding programs can be challenging. Barley breeders have traditionally relied on 
seedling resistance genes (Johnston et al. 2013; Singh et al. 2002), which only provide a 
single genetic barrier and are rapidly overcome by the pathogen (Jin and Steffenson 1994; 
Parlevliet 2002). Johnson (1981) proposed the concept of durable resistance as resistance 
that stays effective for many generations or a long period of time in an environment 
favourable to the disease. APR is considered the most durable form of resistance, as the 
presence of multiple minor-effect resistance loci provides numerous genetic barriers 
against the pathogen. This allows low levels of infection reducing the mutation pressure on 
the pathogen population (Golegaonkar et al. 2009; Park et al. 2015; Parlevliet and 
Vanommeren 1975).  
A recent study identified a quantitative trait locus (QTL) on chromosome 6H 
(qRphND) in a doubled haploid population based on a cross between the North Dakotan 
breeding line „ND24260-1‟ and the Australian cultivar Flagship (Rph20) (Hickey et al. 
2011). The authors demonstrated that qRphND conferred low levels of resistance, but 
when coupled with the known APR at the Rph20 locus, provided additive and stable 
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resistance across environments. This QTL region was also detected via association 
mapping in breeding populations examined in Chapter 4 of this thesis. In this study we 
further characterised the qRphND QTL, crossing the resistance donor ND24260-1 with the 
universally susceptible Gus to map the qRphND resistance. We used comparative marker 
frequency analysis (MFA) in F2 tail populations that represented „resistant‟ and 
„susceptible‟ phenotypes. We confirmed the segregation pattern of this locus by observing 
the disease response for F2:3 families. The haploblock of molecular markers closely 
associated with qRphND was used to assess its distribution in international barley 
germplasm. 
 
 5.3 Materials and methods 
5.3.1 Population development and pathogen material 
The North Dakotan breeding line in which qRphND was first reported, ND24260-1 
(Pedigree: ND19869-1//ND17274/ND19119) was crossed with Gus (PI 494521). Gus is an 
accepted BLR susceptible standard (both at seedling and adult plant stages) lacking any 
known resistance genes, thus enabling analysis of the proposed APR gene in a 
susceptible background. P. hordei pathotype 5457P+ (virulent for Rph1, Rph2, Rph3, 
Rph4, Rph6, Rph9, Rph10, Rph12 and Rph19) was used in all experiments because it is 
the most virulent pathotype currently present in Australia (Park et al. 2015). 
Generation advance from crossing through to F3 seed harvest was conducted under 
controlled environmental conditions (CEC) at The University of Queensland (UQ), St 
Lucia, Australia (Figure 5.1). An F2 population (n = 246) was generated from four F1 seeds 
derived from ND24260-1/Gus. Prior to sowing, the F2 seeds were imbibed with distilled 
water in Petri dishes lined with filter paper (Whatman® 90 mm) for 24 h and then placed in 
a refrigerator (4°C) for 48 h to promote synchronous germination. Germinated seeds were 
transplanted (two per pot) into 140 mm pots (ANOVApot®) filled with a potting media 
consisting of composted pine bark fines (70%) and coco peat (30%) with a pH range of 
5.5–6.5. Slow release Osmocote® fertilizer was applied at a rate of 2 g per pot. Plants 
were grown at a temperature regime of 20/15 °C (day/night) with a 12 hour diurnal 
photoperiod with low-pressure sodium lamps to supplement natural light levels. Inoculation 
with P. hordei was performed pre-anthesis at the Flag-1 leaf stage, as per Park and 
Karakousis (2002). Plants were assessed for reaction to BLR 11 days later using a 0–9 
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scale, where 0 is immune and 9 is very susceptible (McNeal et al. 1971). The scale 
provides a single-digit summary of the amount of disease and reaction type and provides 
differentiation among genotypes. 
A total of 168 F2:3 families were grown and assessed at the adult plant stage in the 
2015 BLR field nursery at the Plant Breeding Institute Cobbitty (PBIC) at the University of 
Sydney, Australia. Approximately 20–30 seeds of each line were sown in 0.7 m rows 
spaced 0.3 m apart. Gus was used as a susceptible spreader and was sown every five 
plots to ensure uniform disease pressure across the experiment. Epidemics were created 
by inoculating the nurseries with a urediniospores-mineral oil suspension [30 mg of spores 
in 1.5 L of Isopar L® mineral oil (Univar, Ingleburn, NSW, Australia)], which was misted 
over spreader rows using an ultra-low volume applicator (Microfit®, Micron sprayer Ltd. 
Bromyard, Herefordshire, UK). The F2:3 families were also assessed for resistance to BLR, 
as per Park and Karakousis (2002) using the 0–9 scale (McNeal et al. 1971).  
Parental genotypes ND24260-1 and Gus were included in the UQ CEC and the 
PBIC field nurseries and assessed for resistance to BLR as described above. Additionally 
a screen at the seedling stage was performed on the parental genotypes in the CEC at 
PBIC. Seedlings were assessed for infection type (IT) using the 0–4 scale, as is standard 
for seedling screens, and converted to a 0–9 scale for comparison across experiments 
(Stakman et al. 1962). All experiments were inoculated with P. hordei pt. 5457P+ over four 
replicates of each line, using the same seed source that was submitted for DArT-Seq 
genotyping. 
5.3.2 Genotyping 
Genomic DNA was extracted from young leaf tissue using the protocol recommended by 
Diversity Arrays Technology Pty Ltd (DArT; www.diversityarrays.com). The samples 
submitted to DArT for genotyping consisted of 46 „resistant‟ plants, 46 „susceptible‟ plants, 
and one sample of each parent. A total of 94 individuals were genotyped with DArT-Seq 
markers using the Barley GBS 1.0 platform, which returned 14,640 polymorphic in silico 
DArT-Seq presence-absence markers. The leaf tissue from F2 plants was sampled prior to 
inoculation in the CEC and prepared for DNA extraction. The selected tail populations 
comprised plants representing extremely „resistant‟ and „susceptible‟ phenotypes. Criteria 
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for plants to be selected in the resistant class were ≤4 on Flag-1 and ≤5 on Flag-2 leaf, 
criteria for plants to be selected in the susceptible class were >7 on Flag-1 and ≥7 on Flag-
2 leaf, based on the 0–9 scale (McNeal et al. 1971). Plants with a disease response 
between 5 and 7 were not considered extreme enough to be selected for either of the 
phenotype classes. Each „tail‟ encompassed a range of responses typical of that class to 
ensure detection of partially dominant or minor genes, as rust response often varies 
considerably among F2 heterozygous individuals.  
 
5.3.3 Comparative marker allele frequency analysis 
Marker data was initially processed by DArT using a quantitative allele frequency analysis 
method, referred to here as comparative marker frequency analysis (MFA). The frequency 
of the ND24260-1 (resistant) allele was compared with the frequency of the contrasting 
Gus (susceptible) allele in the F2 progeny, and the level of allelic discrimination between 
the two classes was calculated. A discriminant value reflecting the difference in allele 
frequency between the two classes was obtained for each marker (Wenzl et al. 2006; 
Wenzl et al. 2007). Typically, this method identifies genetic loci conditioning phenotypic 
characteristics with at least 5 cM accuracy without the requirement of a linkage map, as 
long as at least 40 representative individuals for each phenotypic class are included 
(Wenzl et al. 2007). A simple Chi-squared test was performed at each marker to detect 
significant discrimination between the expected and observed allele frequencies. A 
differential threshold of >0.1 discriminant value and p<0.01 was used to consider a marker 
significantly associated with a trait, ensuring there is a 1% probability of detecting an allele 
frequency difference by chance.  
 
5.3.4 Selection of informative markers 
Discovery studies that used bi-parental populations to investigate BLR QTL in the 6HL 
region of interest were collated. The parent contributing the allele for 
resistance/susceptibility in each population was also identified (Qi et al. 1999). Of these, 
DArT-Seq data was available for Vada (Gonzalez et al. 2012) which is reported to carry 
the qRphND resistance allele, the cultivar Flagship (Hickey et al. 2011) which was 
demonstrated to lack the region, and both parents, Baronesse (qRphND present) and 
BCD47 (qRphND absent) examined by Castro et al. (2012). The haplotype information of 
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these parental lines was used to determine the markers that could most reliably detect the 
qRphND region across diverse germplasm.  
 
5.3.5 Genetic analyses 
F2 and F2:3 phenotypic data collected in this study were subjected to Chi-squared (χ²) 
analyses, to determine the goodness-of-fit of observed segregation within expected 
genetic ratios. For the F2 CEC phenotypic data a 3:1 expected ratio was used, and for the 
F2:3 field phenotypic data a 1:2:1 expected ratio was used. For Chi-squared analyses, all 
lines were placed in a response class, with rating between 1 and 6 considered resistant 
and 7–9 considered susceptible. For the F2:3 field generation, lines that showed a mixture 
of resistant and susceptible reactions from individuals within a plot were noted as 
segregating for disease response and a resistant and susceptible response recorded. 
 
5.3.6 Determining the frequency of qRphND in international barley germplasm 
Genotypic and phenotypic information for a collection of 282 international barley lines 
known to be susceptible to BLR at the seedling stage, and thus potentially carrying 
sources of APR, was provided by the University of Sydney (Dracatos et al. 2015). Data 
included 2014 PBIC field disease responses based on a coefficient of infection (COI) scale 
ranging from 0–100, and genotypes from a total of 12,241 polymorphic silico presence-
absence DArT-Seq markers. Dracatos et al. (2015) determined the presence/absence of 
the known APRs in this material using published markers for Rph20; bPb-0837 (Hickey et 
al. 2011), and for Rph23; Ebmac0603 (Singh et al. 2015). Four qRphND-linked markers 
were selected based on haplotypes for cultivars previously reported to carry this QTL 
region, including; Vada, Flagship, Baronesse, and BCD47. The haploblock of these 
markers were used to predict presence or absence of qRphND in the international 
collection. BLR response scores were available for 227 of the 282 international lines. 
Using this data, the mean disease response was evaluated for groups of lines that carry 
APR genes (Rph20, Rph23 and qRphND) alone or in combination. 
 
5.3.7 QTL consensus map for leaf rust resistance on chromosome 6HL 
Data on BLR resistance QTL detected in the region of interest was collated from five 
discovery publications (Castro et al. 2012; Gonzalez et al. 2012; Hickey et al. 2011; Qi et 
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al. 1998). The integrated map was used as a reference for QTL projection across amplified 
fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), simple sequence repeat (SSR), and the 1st 
generation DArT markers. The cM positions of individual QTL were predicted for the 
Bowan DArT-Seq genetic map based on bridging markers following the projection strategy 
detailed by Mace et al. (2009). All QTL from previous studies and the strongly associated 
markers with the qRphND locus were visualised on the Bowman DArT-Seq consensus 
genetic map using Mapchart 2.2 (Wageningen UR). Closely linked markers spanning the 
region were anchored onto the Morex physical map, using information provided by DArT, 
to determine the physical interval of the qRphND region. Each DArT marker sequence was 
inputted into the integrated bioinformatics resource for crops and model plant species 
(Gramene; http://ensembl.gramene.org/) to determine whether any of the DArT sequences 
were located within genes that could be candidates for disease resistance.  
 
 5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Phenotypic responses of the parental genotypes 
Both parental genotypes ND24260-1 and Gus were highly susceptible at the seedling 
growth stage (Table 5.1). Both genotypes displayed a score of 9 (McNeal et al. 1971), 
suggesting they carried no effective seedling resistance genes. At the adult plant stage in 
the CEC, ND24260-1 showed a highly resistant response (2.0) and a moderately resistant 
response in the field (5.3), whereas Gus showed high levels of susceptibility in the CEC 
and field environments (8.5 and 9.0, respectively). While ND24260-1 displayed a very 
resistant response under CEC, there were signs of sporulation on the Flag-1 and Flag-2 
leaves, but pustules were sparse and restricted (Table 5.1).  
5.4.2 Inheritance of resistance 
Variation in levels of BLR reaction was observed throughout disease screening of the 
ND24260-1/Gus population (Figure 5.2). In the F2 generation assessed in the CEC, a 
mean disease response of 5.5 with a standard deviation of 2.5 was observed. In the 
subsequent F2:3 generation assessed in the field, a mean disease response of 6.2 with a 
standard deviation of 1.7 was observed. The segregation pattern for disease response for 
the F2 plants (χ² 3:1 at 1df = 0.66, P = 0.42) and F2:3 families (χ² 1:2:1 at 2df = 0.76, P = 
0.68) fir the ratio for  a single gene conferring resistance to barley leaf rust (Table 5.2). 
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5.4.3 Mapping the RphND resistance 
Comparative MFA identified 23 markers associated with resistance spanning a region of 
10.9 cM on chromosome 6HL of the Bowman consensus genetic map (Table 5.3). As 
expected, the allele for resistance at each marker was contributed by the donor ND24260-
1. Of the nine QTL detected in the qRphND region in previous studies (Castro et al. 2012; 
Gonzalez et al. 2012; Hickey et al. 2011; Qi et al. 1998) five co-located with the peak 
marker 3999875 and eight were positioned within the region of interest (i.e. 45.15–56.04 
cM) (Figure 5.3). This 10.9 cM interval on chromosome 6HL corresponded to 350.5 Mb on 
the Morex physical map. Four markers (3999875, 3265068, 3272559, and 3272930) within 
a 0.52 cM window were selected as the most closely linked to qRphND (Table 5.3). Barley 
cultivars previously identified as positive for the qRphND region carried the allele for 
resistance, while cultivars reportedly lacking the region carried the allele for susceptibility 
(Table 5.3).  
Of the four qRphND-linked DArT-Seq markers, three were located within genes with 
known function. Two of the four qRphND-linked DArTs (3999875 and 3272559) had 
highest BLASTn similarity matches (9.6E-31) to the same Morex gene locus 
(MLOC_55967) encoding for a protein with a leucine rich repeat and a protein kinase 
domain (Table 5.4). The third DArT-Seq marker (3265068) had highest similarity to 
MLOC_60440 encoding a protein with a leucine rich repeat domain.  
5.4.4 Frequency of APR genes in international germplasm 
Of the 23 markers highly associated with qRphND, 20 were polymorphic in the 
international collection. Twenty-four percent of the accessions were positive for the four 
qRphND-linked markers (Table 5.5). Accessions that carried qRphND markers had the 
following origins: Australia (16%), Canada (20%), China (20%), Ethiopia (40%), Europe 
(39%), North/South America (24%), Germany (60%), Kenya (100%), and Uruguay (30%). 
Material originating in Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, Spain, and Sudan lacked the positive 
haploblock for the four qRphND-linked markers (Table 5.5).   
 
Accessions positive for the Rph20-linked marker alone displayed a mean COI of 
14.5 (Table 5.6). When the Rph20 and the qRphND-linked markers were present in 
combination, the average reaction was 13.6. Notably, this gene combination was observed 
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in 13% of the assessed material. When only the RphqND markers were present the mean 
COI was 49.0. Material possessing only the Rph23-linked marker displayed a higher mean 
COI of 55.4. Of the international collection 38% lacked markers for Rph20, Rph23, and 
qRphND and had a mean COI of 49.1. The combination of positive markers for Rph20 + 
Rph23 + qRphND occurred in only two German lines (Lenka and Line17), Rph20 + Rph23 
only once (Volla), and the Rph23 + qRphND combination was not observed (Figure 5.4). 
 
 
 5.5 Discussion 
In this study we characterised, mapped, and identified molecular markers closely linked 
with qRphND in the region of chromosome 6HL where the APR locus was previously 
mapped (Hickey et al. 2011). Genetic analysis of the ND24260-1/Gus F2:3 families 
validated the presence of a single locus contributing resistance to P. hordei at the adult 
plant growth stage. The qRphND locus on chromosome 6HL appears to act additively to 
reduce disease response when present in combination with the known APR gene Rph20. 
To date, no previously named genes conferring APR to BLR have been located on 
chromosome 6HL. The seedling resistance gene Rph11 is located on chromosome 6H, 
but the distance between Rph11 and qRphND is greater than the window of linkage 
disequilibrium decay. Furthermore, as Rph11 is a seedling resistance gene and given the 
observed seedling susceptibility in both parents and the detection of resistance only at 
adult growth stages it is highly unlikely that qRphND is the same locus.  
To improve the accuracy of phenotypic selections for MFA, we opted to perform 
screening of the F2 generation under CEC. Notably, the disease response of the 
ND24260-1/Gus progeny varied greatly between CEC and field screens. The enhanced 
resistance and greater distribution of responses observed in the CEC, is most likely due to 
the mono-cyclic conditions i.e. single inoculation event (Hickey et al. 2011). Additionally, 
partially dominant genes, especially minor genes, tend to exhibit higher rust responses in 
F2 heterozygotes (Golegaonkar et al. 2009; Roelfs 1988b). In the field, multiple infections 
occur throughout the season due to exposure of the pathogen to favourable environments 
that promote sporulation and further infection. Multiple infection cycles create high levels of 
disease pressure in field screening nurseries effectively masking minor resistance 
responses that act to slow down rather than inhibit infection. Phenotyping for APR at adult 
stage in CEC is not common, however when dealing with these types of resistances, it 
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may be a useful tool, as demonstrated in this study. Although phenotyping under CEC can 
improve the accuracy and precision of quantifying APR, when it comes to timing of 
inoculation, it is important to consider when these mechanisms are „switched on‟ as they 
are influenced by many factors, such as maturity, temperature and humidity (Hickey et al. 
2011; Riaz et al. 2016; Roelfs 1988; Singh et al. 2013). Further studies could quantify the 
latent period conferred by qRphND, as well as evaluate any variation in levels of 
resistance using a range of pathotypes. Such studies could be more precisely conducted 
under CEC. 
Based on our survey of a broader array of germplasm, when qRphND is present 
alone, the gene appears to provide only a weak level of resistance and in many cases is 
almost ineffective. This could be due to genetic background effects or the presence of 
uncharacterised APRs. Rph20, when present alone, showed moderate resistance with low 
variation across lines, however its effect was enhanced when paired with qRphND, 
indicating that these BLR APR genes are potentially interactive. It appears qRphND and 
Rph20 act additively in low disease pressure environments and interactively in high 
disease pressure environments. This is likely because partial resistance conferred by 
qRphND cannot be differentiated from a susceptible genotype under high disease 
pressure. Similar observations have been made for genes conferring APR to rust in wheat, 
including the stem rust gene Sr2 and the leaf rust gene Lr34 that provided durable partial 
resistance for many years. However, when deployed alone these APR genes do not 
provide adequate levels of resistance under high disease pressure. Furthermore, delayed 
expression due to environmental factors can render the plants susceptible during heavy 
epidemics (Ellis et al. 2014; Krattinger et al. 2013; Yildirim et al. 2012). Singh et al. (2015) 
and Dracatos et al. (2015) demonstrated an additive interaction between Rph20 and 
Rph23; however, in this study the pairing was only observed in one instance. The 
combination of Rph20, Rph23, and qRphND occurred at a very low frequency, only two 
barley accessions from Germany (Lenka and Line 17) were positive for all three APR loci 
and both were highly resistant in the field over multiple seasons. However, assessment of 
more accessions carrying such a combination is required to validate phenotype effects. 
Interestingly, six lines from the international collection were deemed to lack all known APR 
genes and displayed highly resistant reactions. The majority of these lines were of Spanish 
origin and one was from Germany. These lines should be further investigated to determine 
whether they 1) carry novel resistance loci, 2) carry alternative alleles at known APR loci, 
or 3) recombination between the linked-marker and known APR locus has occurred. The 
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pairing of Rph20 and qRphND was common throughout the international germplasm and 
provided a reduction in disease response. The high frequency of qRphND and Rph20 in 
this material could be attributed to the origin of the panel. For instance, production areas 
that have a greater prevalence of BLR such as Australia, Uruguay, and Europe showed a 
higher frequency of Rph20 and qRphND. This is most likely due to continuous selection for 
resistance to BLR during cultivar development. Interestingly, both Rph20 and qRphND 
were segregating in all populations examined in studies that reported the qRphND region 
to date (i.e. Castro et al. 2012; Gonzalez et al. 2012; Hickey et al. 2011; Qi et al. 1998). 
This likely enhanced the ability to detect the qRphND locus.    
The identification, development and subsequent utilisation of a molecular marker 
associated with the APR locus Rph20 (Hickey et al. 2011) and Rph23 (Singh et al. 2015) 
has greatly enhanced their exploitation in breeding material. Previous experience however 
suggests that deployment of single resistance factors in breeding programs is likely to 
place higher selection pressure on pathogen populations leading to the breakdown of 
resistance. Previous studies of APR to leaf rust in wheat have demonstrated race-
specificity in several cases (Park and McIntosh 1994). Prior to the identification of a DNA 
marker closely linked with Rph20, phenotypic selection performed by breeders resulted in 
barley cultivars carrying Rph20 in combination with other minor APR genes, as 
demonstrated in the international barley germplasm. The benefit in pairing APR genes is 
not only enhanced levels of partial resistance, but also enhanced durability through 
additional genetic barriers. The frequency of the Rph20 + qRphND pairing based on 
phenotypic selection alone highlights the value of this combination. qRphND is a „slow 
rusting‟ gene conferring partial APR. It acts to restrict but not completely avoid infection 
and to delay latent period with the result that infection is observed at the adult plant stage. 
The designation of qRphND, as a novel minor gene will reduce reliance upon a single 
resistance factor and through pairing with Rph20 it will contribute to sustainable BLR 
resistance. 
Numerous studies have previously identified QTL for resistance to BLR in the same 
region of chromosome 6H as qRphND. In total, eight QTL from four different studies co-
localised to the qRphND genetic interval (Castro et al. 2012; Gonzalez et al. 2012; Hickey 
et al. 2011; Qi et al. 1998) suggesting that they are likely to represent the same locus, 
which could be a single gene or a complex resistance gene cluster. Interestingly within the 
critical region (55.3–56.0 cM) three highly significant DArT-Seq markers mapped to two 
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gene candidates with annotated protein kinase and leucine rich repeat domains. Receptor 
kinases that function as cell surface receptors have been previously associated with plant 
defence (Afzal et al. 2008; Parrott et al. 2016). Parrott et al. (2016) recently demonstrated 
that a protein receptor kinase underpinning the Mla locus, was involved in the detection of 
powdery mildew (caused by Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei) in barley. In addition, the 
cloned wheat APR gene Yr36 encodes a protein with kinase and lipid-binding domain, 
reported to be involved in signalling (Fu et al. 2009), further suggesting such genes play a 
role in APR to biotrophic pathogens. The qRphND region corresponded to a physical 
interval of 305 Mb in the Morex genome sequence. Such a physical region contains too 
many possible genes to narrow down specific candidates responsible for the qRphND 
resistance. Further fine mapping efforts are required to refine both the genetic and hence 
physical interval to determine the causal gene.  
Based on genetic analysis, mapping, chromosomal location, and the detection of 
markers closely linked to qRphND, we consider it a novel and detectable locus. Therefore, 
qRphND has been officially assigned the locus designation Rph24 with the resistant allele 
Rph24.an following consultation with Dr Frank Ordon, Julius Kuehn Institute, Germany, in 
line with international protocols for disease locus designation in barley. The Rph24.an 
allele represents an important additional genetic resource for barley breeders as they 
focus more on durable BLR resistance. The fact that the Rph24.an allele is highly 
interactive with the Rph20.ai allele in reducing BLR severity makes it particularly useful for 
deployment in combination and offering prospects for durable resistance.  
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 5.7 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Summary of population development, phenotyping and genotyping performed in this study. 
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Figure 5.2. Disease response distribution of F2 (CEC, UQ) and F2:3 (Field, PBIC, USyd) progeny derived 
from cross ND24260-1/Gus. Arrows indicate parental disease response in each environment (refer Table 
5.1). 
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Figure 5.3. Previously identified QTLs for resistance to P. hordei displayed on the Bowman chromosome 6H 
genetic map with qRphND identified in the present study and the Morex physical map for the region of 
interest. Red indicates markers representing the qRphND haplotype, black indicates flanking marker. QTL 
depicted on the left were collated from previous studies and confidence interval of 2cM was applied for 
visualisation purposes. 
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Figure 5.4. Number of lines in the international barley panel positive for markers linked to adult plant 
resistance genes: Rph20, Rph23 and qRphND, alone or in combination. Markers used to designate 
presence/absence of qRphND were 3999875, 3272559, 3265068 and 3272930. Bars indicate number of 
lines exhibiting each disease response, reported as coefficient of infection (COI). Green represents 
resistance and red represents susceptibility. 
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 5.8 Tables 
Table 5.1. Summary of phenotypic response of parental genotypes under controlled environmental 
conditions (CEC) and field conditions. Phenotype provided is the mean. 
Genotype Seedling (CEC)
a
 Adult (CEC)
b
 Adult (Field)
a
 Response
c
 
ND24260-1 9 2 5.25 
 
Gus 9 8.5 9  
 
Disease responses assessed as per Park and Karakousis (2002) scored on the 0–9 scale (McNeal et al. 1971) 
a
 Assessment performed at Plant Breeding Institute Cobbitty (PBIC) University of Sydney, Australia, 
b
 Assessment performed at The 
University of Queensland (UQ) St Lucia, Australia (UQ), 
c
 Response of representative Flag-1 leaf tissue imaged in CEC at the adult 
plant stage 
 
 
Table 5.2. Distribution of leaf rust response and chi squared analysis of F2 and F3 progeny derived from 
cross ND24260-1/Gus. 
Generation Res Seg Sus Genetic ratio Chi Square P value 
F2 190 - 56 3:1 0.66 0.42 
F2:3 46 84 38 1:2:1 0.76 0.68 
 
Res = resistant; Seg = segregating; Sus = susceptible 
F2 - p 5% = 3.84 at 1 df 
F3 - p 5% = 5.99 at 2 df 
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Table 5.3. Twenty-three markers significantly associated with qRphND on 6H including Bowman genetic position, Morex physical position, discriminant value which 
indicates frequency difference between classes, as well as allele present in cultivars with known resistance/susceptibility for this region. 
CloneID 
Genetic 
Position 
(cM) 
Physical 
Position (bp) 
Discriminant value qRphND present qRphND absent 
     ND24260-1 Baronesse Vada Gus Flagship BCD47 
b
3662398 45.15 33458920 0.13 ** 1 - - 0 0 - 
4790180 45.96 33458920 0.15 *** 1 0 - 0 0 0 
3266834 46.67 40303720 0.12 ** 0 1 - 1 1 0 
3267276 46.67 41103520 0.10 ** 1 0 1 0 0 0 
3271118 49.08 51143800 0.13 ** 1 0 1 0 0 0 
3265876 49.52 66692160 0.12 ** 0 - - 1 1 - 
b
3810484 49.52 66692160 0.11 ** 1 0 0 0 0 0 
3272090 49.52 66692160 0.11 ** 1 - 0 0 0 - 
3433430 49.65 70712240 0.11 ** 0 - - 1 1 - 
3265121 49.65 70712240 0.11 ** 0 - 1 1 1 - 
3812668 50.35 82856800 0.10 ** 1 - 0 0 0 - 
5239943 51.42 89226680 0.10 ** 1 0 0 0 0 1 
3999951 51.42 89226680 0.10 ** 0 - 1 1 1 - 
3264594 51.77 92057600 0.13 ** 1 0 0 0 0 1 
4415543 51.77 92057600 0.10 ** 1 0 0 0 0 1 
3263568 52.2 93003720 0.10 ** 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ab
3999875 55.52 315132360 0.15 ** 0 0 0 1 1 1 
ab
3272559 55.52 315132360 0.12 ** 0 0 0 1 1 1 
ab
3265068 55.52 312920200 0.11 ** 0 - 0 1 1 - 
3272212 56.04 338795280 0.12 ** 0 0 - 1 1 0 
3270780 56.04 338795280 0.11 ** 0 0 0 1 1 0 
3396499 56.04 338795280 0.11 ** 1 1 - 0 0 1 
a
3272930 56.04 338795280 0.10 ** 0 0 - 1 1 1 
 
a
 RphqND-linked Markers used for QTL designation in international barley panel 
b
 Marker associated with protein coding region (see Table 5.4) 
** Significant at 1 % level  
*** Significant at 0.1 % level 
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Table 5.4. Bioinformatic analysis for DArT-Seq markers within the qRphqND region, physical position based on Morex physical map. 
 
CloneID 
Physical position 
(bp) 
Allele sequence Transcript ID E-value UniProt 
Molecular 
function 
Biological 
process 
Top rice hit 
3662398 33458920 
TGCAGTGACACACATATCCAATGG
TCAGCTTCCTTCTCAGAGCAATAT
CATAGCGTTTGGAGCACAATG 
MLOC_6677 5.7E-26 F2CTG8 
Glutaminase 
activity 
 
Pyridoxal 
phosphate 
biosynthetic 
process, Vitamin 
B6 biosynthetic 
process 
 
Protein pyridoxal 
biosynthesis 
protein PDX2, 
Putative, 
Expressed 
3810484 66692160 
TGCAGTTTGCAAATGAGGAATGCA
TGATGAATGCGCGAGACCGAGAT
CGGAAGAGCGGTTCAGCAGGAA 
MlLOC_5838 4.9E-14 M0XAI0 
 
Calcium: proton 
antiporter 
activity 
 
Calcium ion 
transmembrane 
transport 
Protein 
sodium/calcium 
exchanger 
protein, Putative, 
Expressed 
3999875 315132360 
 
TGCAGTGGAGGTCAAGCTGAGATA
AGGCGTGACAATGGCATATGAAAC
CGAAGTGTGTGGGTGTGAGAA 
 
MLOC_55967 9.6E-31 F2DJ73 
Protein kinase 
activity, ATP 
binding 
Protein 
phosphorylation 
Protein receptor 
kinase, putative, 
Expressed 
3265068 312920200 
 
TGCAGCTACCCGAACAACAGAATC
CCAGCAGGCCAGCTGAAGTAACA
AAATCAAAAAATTCCAAATAAA 
 
MLOC_60440 9.6E-31 M0XIT3    
3272559 315132360 
 
TGCAGCGTAGACCTTGACTCGTCA
AAACATGCCGCTTTTCATCTTCCA
CAGCCACCGCTTGCGTCGCTG 
 
MLOC_55967 9.6E-31 F2DJ73 
ATP binding, 
protein kinase 
activity 
Protein 
phosphorylation 
Protein receptor 
kinase, putative, 
Expressed 
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Table 5.5. Summary of international barley collection including total accessions (n), number of lines positive 
for markers linked to each of the adult plant resistance (APR) genes: Rph20, Rph23 and qRphND, as well as 
mean (μ) coefficient of infection (COI) for barley leaf rust at the PBIC field site 2014 for accessions grouped 
according to origin. 
Origin n Rph20 Rph23 qRphND μ COI 
Algeria 2 0 1 0 - 
Australia 56 19 4 9 50.3 
Canada 10 0 4 2 26.5 
China 10 0 2 2 67 
Egypt 15 0 4 0 - 
Ethiopia 20 0 0 8 - 
Europe 46 30 0 18 23.2 
North/South America 51 25 8 12 35.2 
Germany 20 14 3 12 16.1 
Kenya 1 0 0 1 - 
Morocco 5 0 1 0 - 
Spanish 33 0 6 0 35.3 
Sudan 3 0 2 0 - 
Uruguay 10 6 0 3 21.7 
 
282 94 35 67 
 
 
 
Table 5.6. Number of lines (n) in the international barley panel positive for markers linked to adult plant 
resistance genes: Rph20, Rph23 and qRphND, alone or in combination. Mean disease response (μ) and 
standard deviation (σ) is presented for each group. 
 
 
 
No known 
APR 
Rph20 Rph23 qRphND 
Rph20 + 
Rph23 
Rph20 + 
qRphND 
Rph20 + 
Rph23 + 
qRphND 
n 87 60 24 24 1 29 2 
μ 49.1 14.5 55.4 49.0 5 13.6 20.0 
σ 28.3 13.7 22.8 24.8 - 12.7 14.1 
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Chapter 6  - General Discussion 
The studies undertaken in this thesis were based on the concept that minor adult plant 
resistance (APR) genes to rust diseases in cereals have limited effect when present alone, 
but much more effective when present in combinations. This has been well and repeatedly 
documented in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.; Singh et al. 2014; Singh et al. 2011a; Singh et 
al. 2011b). However, such reports are limited for APR to rust diseases in barley (Hordeum 
vulgare). The present studies took a case example of APR gene Rph20 and explored the 
genetic interactions associated with this gene to barley leaf rust (BLR). The studies 
demonstrated that the effectiveness and stability of Rph20 could be improved with the 
addition of minor APR genes, consistent with results from previous studies (Hickey et al. 
2011; Singh et al. 2015). A consensus map detailing regions of the barley genome that 
possess known genes or have been associated with BLR resistance in previous studies 
allowed efficient identification of novel sources of resistance. These findings are of great 
importance in achieving durable resistance to leaf rust in barley, especially considering 
that diversity of resistance is depleting with the constant evolution of the pathogen.   
Initially, elite barley breeding lines of the northern region barley breeding program 
(NRBBP) were investigated via association mapping (AM) to detect regions associated 
with BLR resistance. These regions were aligned with the previously identified quantitative 
trait loci (QTL), as well as known Rph genes on the constructed consensus map. Lines 
displaying resistance at the seedling stage were not of any particular interest in this study 
as these typically confer „major‟ or single gene resistance, which is not considered durable 
(Parlevliet 1983). While numerous QTL regions were considered potentially novel APRs, 
as they were detected only in field environments and did not align with catalogued Rph 
genes, most were variable across environments and populations. These regions should be 
further validated in structured populations in order to identify likely candidate APR.   
The alignment of QTL across studies was strong support for uncharacterised 
resistance regions. This led to the pursuit of a QTL region on 6HL detected across six 
independent studies and finally characterisation of this gene in the Gus x ND24260-1 
cross as reported in this study. The presence of Rph24 in the breeding germplasm 
suggested that this region may be suitable for combining with Rph20 to achieve enhanced 
and/or increased levels of APR durability. In addition, the QTL region RphQ18 detected on 
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the distal end of chromosome 1HL should be further investigated for its role in BLR 
resistance. This region is of interest as it is rather isolated in comparison to known Rph loci 
and was detected in three of four breeding populations. This QTL also aligned with a 
region previously identified in Hickey et al. (2011) and although it was only present at low 
frequency in the population, the AM analyses still detected the effect of this locus. The 
identification of haploblocks conferring resistance allows rapid selection for desirable lines 
without phenotypic information, fast tracking the breeding process. The information 
obtained from this research should be harnessed in the NRBBP to develop material highly 
resistant to BLR in future breeding cycles. 
The need for increased stability was further demonstrated in that lines carrying 
Rph20 conferred variable levels of resistance to BLR across environments. There was 
stronger APR expression observed in the cooler environment and moderate APR 
expression observed at the warmer site, this has previously been observed in wheat APR 
genes in which cool/mild temperatures are commonly more favourable for expression 
(Dyck and Johnson 1983; Kaul and Shaner 1989). This interaction with the environment 
should be considered when such resistance is deployed in different agro-ecological zones. 
There is growing evidence that the stability and expression of APR in barley behaves in a 
similar way to wheat rust APR genes (Hickey et al. 2011; Lagudah 2011; Singh et al. 
2013). Additive effects of APR to leaf rust were initially described in wheat in which the 
causal agent is Puccinia triticina (Roelfs 1988; Samborski and Dyck 1982). Similar to what 
was observed here, the presence of the single partial resistance gene Lr46 does not 
provide adequate protection under high leaf rust pressure. However, when present in 
combination with the additional APR Lr34 adequate resistance levels are achieved (Singh 
and Rajaram 1992; Singh et al. 1998). The effect of combining Rph20 and Rph24 could 
not be fully quantified in this study as breeding lines with the gene combination were of 
very low frequency. Further work is needed to estimate the additive effects across 
environments and genetic backgrounds. 
A nested association mapping (NAM) population is currently being developed 
(Ziems et al. 2015) using a selection of NRBBP lines that lack known resistance regions 
(identified in Chapters 3 and 4), plus lines that combine Rph20 and Rph24 (identified in 
Chapter 5). These donors were crossed with common parents of direct relevance to 
Australian breeders and grain growers. NAM overcomes the limitations of traditional trait 
mapping and offers new potential to accurately define the genetic basis of complex traits 
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while simultaneously facilitating introgression into desired germplasm (Buckler et al. 2009; 
Yu and Buckler 2006). This population will enable evaluation of diverse sources of 
resistance as well the collection of extensive phenotypic data across many sites with the 
added advantage of balanced allele frequency. This multi-parent population will provide 
good statistical power to quantify the additive effect of combining Rph20 with Rph24 as 
well as providing increased precision for the detection and validation of unknown minor 
APRs present among the parental germplasm.  
Some wheat APR genes confer resistance to more than one pathogen, particularly 
the three rusts and powdery mildew (Ellis et al. 2014). Thus, all three known BLR APR 
genes (i.e. Rph20, Rph23 and Rph24) should also be assessed for disease response to 
other traits, such as resistance to stem rust (Puccinia graminis f. sp. hordei), barley stripe 
rust (Puccinia striiformis f. sp. hordei) and powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis f. sp. 
hordei). The construction of the NAM population is ideal for testing this hypothesis as this 
resource can be expanded and tested for limitless traits. Should pleiotropic loci be found in 
barley, they will be extremely useful in developing cultivars with multiple disease 
resistance.  
The major outcome of the thesis was the designation of a new APR gene Rph24, 
which has great potential to increase the effectiveness and stability of Rph20-based 
resistance. The Gus x ND24260-1 population in which Rph24 was characterised is 
currently being progressed to develop RILs for fine mapping and ultimately cloning the 
underlying resistance gene(s). To date, few resistance genes or QTLs in barley have been 
successfully cloned and none of these known BLR APRs. Ideally, all APRs should be 
cloned in order to obtain perfect markers for the genes and therefore accelerate 
incorporation into barley cultivars.  
This research and future work stemming from this thesis is of direct relevance to 
Australian barley breeding and will continue to deliver relevant information towards 
improved barley cultivars. It is important that is work is continued to ensure that production 
levels of this important crop are increased in the future. Rust is an international constraint 
that requires collaboration from industry, breeding programs and scientists to continue to 
deliver the most robust cultivars 
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